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Taiping Yulan “Calligraphy”: An Annotated Translation (3)
NARITA Kentarǀ
This paper is the third and last part of an annotated English translation of the section “Calligraphy ᴨ” of
the Taiping yulan ཚᒣᗑ㿭.
Keywords: Taiping yulan, Calligraphy, Brushmanship

The previous parts of the present annotated translation are published in the Saitama University Review
(Faculty of Liberal Arts), vol. 54 (no. 1), 2018, and vol. 54 (no. 2), 2019. A description of the original text is
included in the first part.
Ancient script ਔ᮷

96. The Book of Jin ᱹᴨ by Wang Yin ⦻䳡 says: When Xun Xu 㥰इ was installed as the Supervisor of
the Archives Secretariat ⾅ᴨⴓ he learned the styles of Zhong Yao 䦮 and Hu Zhao 㜑 at first. When
bamboo slip documents written in ancient script were found in a mound of Ji Commandery ⊢䜑 in the second
year of the Taikang ཚᓧ era, Xu added an annotation to them by himself, transcribed a set as the inner scripture
ѝ㏃, stored it in the archives, compared the text with that of common books, and clarified many lacunas.
⦻䳡ǉᱹᴨǊᴠ˖㥰इ么⾅ᴨⴓ㸪ᴨᑛ䦮ǃ㜑˄ᵇˈᬊǉᱹᴨǊ᭩˅⌅ǄཚᓧҼᒤˈᗇ⊢䜑ߒѝ
ਔ᮷ㄩᴨˈइ㠚⅑⌘ˈማԕ⡢ѝ㏃ˈࡇ˄ࡕˈᬊǉᱹᴨǊ᭩˅൘⾅ᴨˈԕ䔳㏃ۣˈ䰅᮷ཊᡰ䅹
᰾Ǆ
Notes: Book of Jin ᱹᴨ: a history of the Western and Eastern Jin dynasty written by Wang Yin (c. 3rd–4th
centuries). Now lost. It is different from the Book of Jin written by Fang Xuanling ᡯ⦴喑 (578t648), et al.
Xun Xu 㥰इ (d. 289): a statesman from Yingyin ╱䲠 County of Yingchuan ╱ᐍ Commandery. His
courtesy name was Gongzeng ޜᴮ. His highest title in life was Imperial Secretariat Director ቊᴨԔ of the
Western Jin dynasty. He was posthumously conferred the title Minister of Education ਨᗂ. His posthumous
name is Cheng ᡀ. Inner scripture ѝ㏃: authorized text of scriptures stored in the imperial archives. Zhong
Yao 䦮㑷: see art. 14. Hu Zhao 㜑ᱝ: see art. 11. Taikang ཚᓧ era: 280–289. Cf. ᱹᴨg㥰आۣ, vol.
39.

97. The Judgements on Calligraphy ᴨᯧ says: Ancient script was invented by Cangjie 㫬乑, who served the
Yellow Thearch 哴ᑍ as the Archivist. His head had four eyes, and he was well versed in natural law, observed
upward the round and curved shape of the Legs mansion ཾ, looked downward at the patterns on turtles and the
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traces of birds, adopted different merits of the images, and integrated them into characters—they are what is
called ancient script. The Xiaojing yuanshenqi ᆍ㏃ᨤ⾎ཱྀ says with the same intention: “The Legs mansion
ruled figures, therefore Cangjie imitated its image.” Wenzi ᮷ᆇ is a generic and comprehensive name for
characters. If they are named analytically, wen ᮷ are the ancestors, and zi ᆇ are the descendants. Characters
that imitate the nature and possess the figure, such as pictographic 䊑ᖒ characters, are called wen; those that
are procreated just as mothers bear children, such as signific-phonetic ᖒ㚢 and associative ᴳ characters,
are called zi. Zi represents nurturing living beings and letting them increase more and more. Characters written
on bamboo slips or silk are called shu ᴨ. Shu represents ru ྲ “to be alike,” shu 㡂 “to stretch,” and ji ㌰
“to record.”
ǉᴨᯧǊᴠ˖ਔ᮷㘵ˈ哴ᑍਢ㫬乑ᡰ䙐ҏǄ乑俆ᴹഋⴞˈ䙊ᯬ⾎᰾ˈԠ㿰ཾᱏൌᴢѻऒˈ؟ሏ嗌᮷匕䐑
ѻ䊑ˈ᧑Ѿ㹶㖾ˈਸ㘼⡢ᆇˈᱟᴠਔ᮷Ǆ
ǉᆍ㏃ᨤ⾎ཱྀǊӁĀཾѫ᮷ㄐˈ㫬乑᭮䊑āˈᱟҏǄཛ᮷ᆇ㘵ˈ
ᨄ㘼⡢䀰ˈवԕһҏǄ࠶㘼⡢㗙ˈࡷ᮷㘵⾆⡦ˈᆇ㘵ᆀᆛǄᗇѻ㠚❦ˈަۉ᮷⨶ˈ䊑ᖒѻኜˈࡷ⡢
ѻ᮷˗ഐ㘼⓻㭃ˈ⇽ᆀ⭏ˈᖒ㚢ǃᴳѻኜˈࡷ䄲ѻᆇǄᆇ㘵ˈ䀰ᆣң⎨ཊҏǄ乼ᯬㄩᑋˈ䄲ѻᴨǄ
ᴨ㘵ˈྲҏˈ㡂ҏˈ㌰ҏǄ
Notes: Judgements on Calligraphy ᴨᯧ: see art. 85. Legs mansion ཾ: one of the Chinese asterisms.
Xiaojing yuanshenqi ᆍ㏃ᨤ⾎ཱྀ: one of the weft books 㐟ᴨ. Wen ᮷ and zi ᆇ: see arts. 2 and 18.
Pictographic 䊑ᖒ, signific-phonetic ᖒ㚢, and associative ᴳ: see art. 18. Cf. Fashu yaolu ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢,
vol. 7.

98. It also says: Wei Qi 㺋㿜 of the Cao Wei dynasty, whose courtesy name was Boru ՟݂, was from Anding
ᆹᇊ County of Hedong ⋣ᶡ Commandery, and his highest title was Palace Attendant ֽѝ. He was
especially good at ancient script, and his writing was refined and superb. The ancient script text transcribed in
the early years of the Cao Wei dynasty was derived from Handan Chun 䛟䝢␣. Boru transcribed Chun’s
Shangshu in Ancient Script ਔ᮷ቊᴨ and showed it to Chun, yet he could not identify it.
৸ᴠ˖兿㺋㿜ˈᆇ՟݂ˈ⋣ᶡᆹᇊӪˈᇈ㠣ֽѝǄቔᐕਔ᮷ˈㅶ䐑㋮㎦Ǆ兿ࡍۣ˄␣ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱
䥢Ǌ᭩˅ਔ᮷㘵ˈࠪᯬ䛟䝢␣Ǆ՟݂ማ␣ǉਔ᮷ቊᴨǊԕ⽪␣ˈ␣н㜭ࡕǄ
Notes: Wei Qi 㺋㿜: see art. 11. Handan Chun 䛟䝢␣: see art. 70. Shangshu in Ancient Script ਔ᮷ቊ
ᴨ: a text of the Shangshu, i.e., the Book of Documents ᴨ㏃, one of the Five Classics ӄ㏃. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢,
vol. 9.

Seal script ㇶᴨ

99. The Book of Han ╒ᴨ says: Emperor Yuan ݳᑍ was good at clerical writing. (Original annotation: This
refers to large seal script བྷㇶ created by Shi Zhou ਢ㉰. ㉰ is pronounced zhou ㌲.)
ǉ╒ᴨǊᴠ˖ݳᑍழਢᴨ˄⌘˖ਢ㊅ᡰབྷㇶǄ㊅丣㌲˅
Ǆ
Notes: Book of Han ╒ᴨ: see art. 6. Emperor Yuan ݳᑍ of Han (74–33
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BCE,

r. 49–33 BCE): the tenth

emperor of the Western Han dynasty. His family name was Liu ࢹ, and his given name was Shi ྜྷ. His
posthumous name is Xiaoyuan ᆍݳ, and his temple name is Gaozong 儈ᇇ. Shi Zhou ਢ㉰: a part of the
title of the book Shizhou pian ਢ㉰ㇷ (see art. 104), which was believed to be the name of the archivist who
served King Xuan of Zhou ઘᇓ⦻ (d. 782 BCE, r. 828–782 BCE). Cf. ╒ᴨgݳᑍ㌰, vol. 9.

100. The Sequel to Book of Han 㒼╒ᴨ says: When Emperor Ling 䵸ᑍ established the Hongdu Gate 卫䜭
䮰 Academy, there gathered a thousand students, who were examined on composition of a rhapsody on the large
jade, or on their writing skill of bird seal script 匕ㇶ.
ǉ㒼╒ᴨǊᴠ˖䵸ᑍ㖞卫䜭䮰ˈ䄨⭏㜭⡢ቪ⫗䌖ˈ৺ԕᐕᴨ匕ㇶ䃢䂖ˈ㠣ॳӪ✹Ǆ
Notes: Sequel to Book of Han 㒼╒ᴨ: a history of the Eastern Han dynasty written by Sima Biao ਨ俜ᖚ
(d. 306). Now partially lost. Emperor Ling 䵸ᑍ of Han (156–189, r. 168–189): the twelfth emperor of the
Eastern Han dynasty. His family name was Liu ࢹ, and his given name was Hong ᆿ. His posthumous name
is Xiaoling ᆍ䵸. Hongdu Gate 卫䜭䮰 Academy: an academy for literature and arts established by
Emperor Ling. It was located at the Hongdu Gate of the Imperial Palace. Cf. Later Book of Han ᖼ╒ᴨg
䵸ᑍ㌰, ᵜ㌰ 8.

101. The Brief History of Wei 兿⮕ says: Handan Chun 䛟䝢␣ was well versed in the Cangjie 㫬乑, worm
seal script 㸢ㇶ, and the meanings of characters in Mr. Xu’s 䁡∿ dictionary.
ǉ兿⮕Ǌᴠ˖䛟䝢␣ழǉ㫬乑Ǌ
ǃ㸢ㇶǃ䁡∿ᆇᤷǄ
Notes: Brief History of Wei 兿⮕: a history of the Cao Wei dynasty written by Yu Huan 冊䊒 (c. 3rd century).
Now lost. Handan Chun 䛟䝢␣: see art. 70. Cangjie 㫬乑, i.e., the Cangjie pian 㫬乑ㇷ: a primer and
glossary used in the Qin and Han dynasties. Mr. Xu’s 䁡∿ dictionary: refers to the Shuowen jiezi 䃜᮷䀓
ᆇ written by Xu Shen 䁡 (see art. 2). Cf. Records of Three Kingdoms й഻ᘇg兿ᴨg⦻㋢ۣ, vol. 21.

102. The Later Book of Wei ᖼ兿ᴨ says: Dou Zun ヷ䚥 was good at normative seal script ᾧㇶ, thus most
of the steles and building gate plates in the Northern Capital ेӜ were written by him.
ǉᖼ兿ᴨǊᴠ˖ヷ䚥ழᾧㇶˈेӜ䄨⻁৺㠪⇯⁃㿰䮰乼ˈཊަᴨҏǄ
Notes: Later Book of Wei ᖼ兿ᴨ, i.e., the Book of Wei 兿ᴨ: see art. 26. Dou Zun ヷ䚥 (c. 5th century):
an official from Weiguo 㺋഻ County of Dunqiu 乃ш Commandery. His highest titles were Gentleman of
the Secretariat ቊᴨ䛾 and Governor of Puyang Commandery ☞䲭ཚᆸ of the Northern Wei dynasty.
Northern Capital ेӜ: refers to the Pingcheng ᒣ Capital of the Northern Wei dynasty. Cf. 兿ᴨgヷ
⪮ۣ, vol. 46; ेਢgヷ⪮ۣ, vol. 27.

103. The Judgements on Calligraphy says: Li Si ᵾᯟ of the Qin dynasty excelled in seal script ㇶ, then
simplified it into small seal script ሿㇶ and composed the seven chapters of the Cangjie pian 㫬乑ㇷ.
Although every generation changes its customs according to the ruler’s tendency towards simplicity or
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refinement, it will shift from simplicity to refinement finally and become diluted gradually; this is analogous
with changes in the method of rulingʊWKH7KUHH Sovereigns йⲷ knotted string, the Five Thearches ӄᑍ
painted pictures on clothes, and the Three Kings й⦻ used corporal punishment. Ancient script can be called
upper ancient, large seal script middle ancient, and small seal script lower ancient. These three ancient types of
script can be compared to seed, and cursive and clerical scripts 㥹䳨 to flowers. Wang Xizhi 㗢 and Xianzhi
⦫ were the most excellent of all the flowers, and Shi Zhou ㉰ and Li Si ᯟ were the finest of all the seeds.
First Emperor ⲷ polished Mr. He’s jade ઼∿ѻ⫗ into the imperial seal, and had Si inscribe the words.
The steles that remain today on Mount Taishan ⌠ኡ, Yishan 㒩ኡ, and Qinwang 〖ᵋ were all written by
him. People praise them as national precious treasures and as eternal models. Si is graded divine ⾎ in small
seal script, and excellent ࿉ in large seal script.
ǉᴨᯧǊᴠ˖〖ᵾᯟ࿉ㇶˈⴱ᭩ѻ⡢ሿㇶˈ㪇ǉ㫬乑ㇷǊгㄐǄ䴆ᑍ⦻䌚᮷ˈцᴹᨽ⳺ˈ㍲ԕ᮷ԓ
䌚ˈ╨ቡ▶䟘˗ࡷйⲷ㎀㒙ˈӄᑍ⮛䊑ˈй⦻㚹ࡁˈᯟਟ⋱ҏǄਔ᮷ਟ⡢кਔˈབྷㇶ⡢ѝਔˈሿㇶ⡢л
ਔǄйਔ䄲ѻሖˈ㥹䳨䄲ѻ㨟Ǆ࿉ᾥᯬ㨟㘵㗢ǃ⦫ˈ㋮マᯬሖ㘵㊅˄⌘˖㊅ˈਢ㊅˅
ǃᯟǄⲷԕ઼
∿ѻ⫗˄ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅⩒㘼⡢⫭ˈԔᯟᴨަ᮷ǄӺ⌠ኡǃ㒩ኡ৺〖ᵋㅹ⻁ˈіަ䚪䘩Ǆ
䄲഻ѻٹሦˈⲮцѻ⌅ᔿǄᯟሿㇶˈ⾎ޕབྷㇶޕ࿉Ǆ
Notes: Li Si ᵾᯟ (d. 208 BCE): a statesman from Shangcai к㭑 of the Chu ᾊ kingdom. He served First
Emperor of Qin as the Chancellor ю. Cangjie pian 㫬乑ㇷ: see art. 101. First Emperor ⲷ of Qin
(260–210 BCE): the sixth king of the Qin kingdom (r. 247–221 BCE) and the first emperor of the Qin dynasty
(r. 221–210 BCE). His family name was Ying ᅤ, and his given name was Zheng ᭯. Three Sovereigns й
ⲷ: the three legendary rulers of the world in the ancient times. It represents Fu Xi Կ㗢, Nüwa ྣთ, and
Shennong ⾎䗢 according to “Basic Annals of the Three Sovereigns йⲷᵜ㌰,” which Sima Zhen ਨ俜
䋎 (679–732) added into the Records of the Grand Historian ਢ䁈. Five Thearches ӄᑍ: the rulers in the
ancient times next to the Three Sovereigns. This represents Yellow Thearch 哴ᑍ, Zhuanxu 亃为, Ku ೣ,
Yao , and Shun 㡌 according to the Records of the Grand Historian “Basic Annals of the Five Thearches
ӄᑍᵜ㌰.” Three Kings й⦻: the kings who founded their dynasty in the ancient times, namely, Yu  of
the Xia dynasty, Tang ⒟ of the Shang dynasty, and King Wen ᮷⦻ or King Wu ↖⦻ of the Zhou dynasty.
Mr. He’s jade ઼∿ѻ⫗: a large and precious piece of jade discovered by a man named Bian He ઼ and
later presented to the king of Chu. It is also said that the king of Qin once demanded the jade from the king of
Zhao 䏉 in the Warring States period. Mount Taishan ⌠ኡ and Yishan 㒩ኡ: mountains located in
present day Shandong ኡᶡ Province. First Emperor made stone inscriptions on them when he climbed them
in 219 BCE. Mount Qinwang 〖ᵋ, i.e., Mount Kuaiji ᴳねኡ: see art. 69. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.

104. The Judgements on Calligraphy says: Large seal script was created by Shi Zhou ਢ㉰, who served King
Xuan of Zhou ઘᇓ⦻ as the Grand Archivist ཚਢ. One says: Palace Archivist ḡлਢ changed ancient
script into a new script, with some characters the same as ancient script and others different, and called it zhuan
ㇶ “seal script.” Zhuan represents chuan ۣ “to transmit,” namely, to transmit the law in things and express it
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permanently. The third of the six kinds of script defined by Zhen Feng ⬴䝶 was seal script. The first of the
eight styles of script was large seal script. The Monograph on Literature, Book of Han ╒ᴨg㰍᮷ᘇ records
“Shizhou ਢ㉰, fifteen volumes.” These terms all refer to that script.
ǉᴨᯧǊᴠ˖བྷㇶ㘵ˈઘᇓ⦻ཚ˄བྷˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ਢਢ㊅ᡰҏǄᡆӁ˖ḡлਢ䆺ਔ
᮷ˈᡆ਼ᡆ⮠ˈ䄲ѻ⡢ㇶǄㇶ㘵ˈۣҏˈۣަ⢙⨶ˈᯭѻ❑マǄ⬴˄䜴ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅䝶ᇊ
ޝᴨˈйᴠㇶᴨǄޛ億ᴨ⌅ˈаᴠབྷㇶǄ৸ǉ╒ᴨg㰍᮷ᘇǊ
˖Āǉਢ㊅ǊॱӄㇷǄā㫻↔ҏǄ
Notes: Shi Zhou ਢ㉰: see art. 99. King Xuan of Zhou ઘᇓ⦻(d. 782 BCE, r. 828–782 BCE): the eleventh
king of the Zhou dynasty. Palace Archivist ḡлਢ: refers to Laozi. Six kinds of script: refers to ancient
script ਔ᮷, odd variant ཷᆇ, seal script ㇶᴨ, clerical script րᴨ, seal carving script 㑶ㇶ, and bird and
worm script 匕㸢ᴨ according to the postface of the Shuowen jiezi 䃜᮷䀓ᆇ. Zhen Feng ⬴䝶 (d. 10 CE):
a right-hand man of Wang Mang ⦻㧭 (45 BCE–23 CE, r. 8–23 CE) from Nanyang ই䲭 Commandery. His
courtesy name was Changbo 䮧՟. He held the titles Grand Minister of Works བྷਨオ of the Western Han
dynasty and Duke of Guangxin ᔓᯠ ޜof the Xin dynasty. Eight styles of script ޛ億: refers to the eight
styles of script used in the Qin dynasty, namely, large seal script བྷㇶ, small seal script ሿㇶ, tally script 
ㅖ, worm script 㸢ᴨ, seal carving script ᪩ঠ, plate script 㖢ᴨ, weapon script ⇣ᴨ, and clerical script
䳨ᴨ. It is also mentioned in the postface of the Shuowen jiezi. Monograph on Literature, Book of Han ╒
ᴨg㰍᮷ᘇ: a bibliography edited by Ban Gu ⨝പ (32–92). It was based on the Abstracts ࡕ䥢 by Liu
Xiang ࢹੁ (77–6 BCE) and the Seven Catalogs г⮕ by Xiang’s son Liu Xin ࢹⅶ (d. 23 CE). Shizhou
ਢ㉰, i.e., the Shizhou pian ਢ㉰ㇷ: a primer and glossary used in the Zhou dynasty. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7.

105. It also says: It is false what the Spring and Autumn Annals of Master Lü ∿᱕⿻ says: “Cangjie 㫬乑
invented large seal script.” If Cangjie invented large seal script, where can we place ancient script? It is true “Seal
script ㉰ㇶ is its descendant.”
৸ᴠ˖
ǉ∿᱕⿻ǊӁ˖Ā㫬乑䙐བྷㇶǄā䶎ҏǄ㤕㫬乑䙐བྷㇶˈࡷ㖞ਔ᮷օൠ˛ণĀ㊅ㇶ㫻ަᆀᆛāˈ
ᱟҏǄ
Notes: Spring and Autumn Annals of Master Lü ∿᱕⿻: an encyclopedic book compiled by Lü Buwei
н䷻ (d. 235 BCE), a statesman and scholar of the Qin kingdom. Seal script is its descendant: words seen
in the Shapes of Four Styles of Script ഋ億ᴨऒ by Wei Heng 㺋ᙶ, cited in the Book of Jin ᱹᴨg㺋⬈
ۣ, vol. 36 (see art. 18). Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7.

106. It also says: Small seal script was created by Li Si ᵾᯟ, the Chancellor ю of the Qin dynasty. He made
additions or reductions to the characters, thus some became different from large seal script and others remained
the same. That was called small seal script or Qin seal script 〖ㇶ.
৸ᴠ˖ሿㇶ㘵ˈ〖юᵾᯟᡰҏǄᨽབྷㇶˈ⮠਼㊅᮷Ǆ䄲ѻሿㇶˈӖᴠ〖ㇶǄ
Notes: Li Si ᵾᯟ: see art. 103. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7.
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107. The Shape of Seal Script ㇶऒ by Cai Yong 㭑䛅 says: There is a style named large seal script, and the
excellent skill is almost divine. One looks like the patterning on a turtle, another resembles the scales of a dragon.
A tail reaches out from the curved body, which has long feathers and a short torso. The neck is extended, and the
wings are foldedʊa posture invoking flight above the clouds.
㭑䛅ǉㇶऒǊᴠ˖億ᴹབྷ˄ˈޝᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ㇶˈ࿉ᐗ⾎ޕǄᡆ䊑嗌᮷ˈᡆ∄˄ॆˈᬊ
ǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅喽劇Ǆ㌶億᭮ቮˈ䮧㗵⸝䓛Ǆᔦ乨㜵㘬ˈऒլ䴢Ǆ
Notes: Cai Yong 㭑䛅: see art. 70. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7; ᱹᴨg㺋⬈ۣ, vol. 36.

Eight-point script ࠶ޛᴨ

108. The Book of Tang ୀᴨ says: Zhang Tinggui ᕥᔧ⨚ was on familiar terms with the Inspector of Chen
Prefecture 䲣ᐎࡪਢ Li Yong ᵾ䛅, and frequently submitted documents to recommend him. Every time Yong
composed an epitaph, he requested that Tinggui write it in eight-point script, and people at that time valued it
very highly.
ǉୀᴨǊᴠ˖ᕥᔧ⨚㠷䲣ᐎࡪਢᵾ䛅㿚ழˈኒк㺘㯖ѻǄ䛅ᡰ⻁⻓ѻ᮷ˈᗵ䃻ᔧ⨚࠶ޛᴨѻˈ⭊⡢ᱲ
Ӫᡰ䟽Ǆ
Notes: Book of Tang ୀᴨ, i.e., the Old Book of Tang 㠺ୀᴨ: see art. 28. Zhang Tinggui ᕥᔧ⨚ (658–
734): an official from Jiyuan ☏Ⓚ County of Henan Prefecture ⋣ইᓌ. His courtesy name was Wenyu 
⦹. His highest titles in life were Supervisor of the Household of the Crown Prince ཚᆀ䂩һ and Viscount
of Fanyang County 㤳䲭㑓ᆀ of the Tang dynasty. He was posthumously conferred the title Minister of
Works ᐕ䜘ቊᴨ. His posthumous name is Zhenmu 䋎ぶ. Li Yong ᵾ䛅 (674–746): an official and
calligrapher from Jiangdu ⊏䜭 County of Yang Prefecture ᨊᐎ. His courtesy name was Taihe ⌠઼. His
highest title in life was Governor of Beihai Commandery े ⎧ ཚ ᆸ of the Tang dynasty. He was
posthumously conferred the title Supervisor of the Archives Secretariat ⾅ᴨⴓ. Cf. 㠺ୀᴨgᕥᔧ⨚ۣ,
vol. 101.

109. Reputations of the Present World ц䄆 says: Liang Hu ằ厐 from Anding ᆹᇊ Commandery, whose
courtesy name was Menghuang ᆏⲷ, was good at eight-point script, thus Emperor Taizu ཚ⾆ made him write
on tallies, banners, and the plates on the gates of the palace.
ǉц䄆Ǌᴠ˖ᆹᇊằ厐ˈᆇᆏⲷˈழ࠶ޛᴨˈཚ⾆֯ᴨؑǃᒒʤៗˈԕ᭩ʥ
ǃᇛ䮰⢃乼Ǆ
Notes: Reputations of the Present World ц䄆, i.e., Wei-Jin Accounts of the World 兿ᱹц䃎: see art. 55.
Liang Hu ằ厐 (c. 2nd–3rd centuries): an official and calligrapher from Wuzhi ⛿∿ County of Anding
Commandery. His highest title was Minister of Personnel 䚨䜘ቊᴨ of the Eastern Han dynasty. Emperor
Taizu ཚ⾆ of Wei, i.e., Cao Cao ᴩ: see art. 40.

110. The Judgements on Calligraphy says: Eight-point script was created by the feathered man 㗭Ӫ Wang
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Cizhong ⦻⅑Ԣ from Shangguк䉧 Commandery.
ǉᴨᯧǊᴠ˖࠶ޛᴨ㘵ˈ〖㗭Ӫк䉧⦻⅑ԢᡰҏǄ
Notes: Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7.

111. It also says: Shiyi Guan ᑛᇌᇈ of the Later Han dynasty was from Nanyang ই䲭 Commandery.
Emperor Ling 䵸ᑍ loved calligraphic art, so he summoned those who were good at calligraphy at the Hongdu
Gate 卫䜭䮰 Academy, and hundreds of applicants from all over the world gathered there. Guan was praised
as being the best at eight-point script, being able to write not only a character as large as a zhang square, but also
a thousand characters the size of one cun square. He was very proud of his own skill, and it was in his nature to
love drinking. He sometimes went to a pub empty-handed, wrote on the wall, and then rented the work to the
publican. Many people gathered like clouds to behold it, allowing the pub sell much liquor.
৸ᴠ˖ᖼ╒ᑛᇌᇈˈই䲭ӪҏǄ䵸ᑍྭᴨˈᗥཙлᐕᴨᯬ卫䜭䮰ˈ㠣ᮨⲮӪǄ࠶ޛちᇌᇈ⡢˄✹ˈ
ᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ᴰˈབྷࡷаᆇᗁиˈሿࡷᯩረॳ䀰Ǆ⭊⸌ަ㜭ˈ㘼ᙗఌ䞂Ǆᡆᱲオ㠣䞂ᇦˈഐᴨ
ԕ䳷ѻǄ㿰㘵䴢䳶ˈ䞔䞂ཊǄ
Notes: Shiyi Guan ᑛᇌᇈ: see art. 70. Emperor Ling 䵸ᑍ of Han: see art. 100. Hongdu Gate 卫䜭䮰
Academy: see art. 100. Zhang и: a zhang approximately equaled 231 cm in the Han dynasty. Cun ረ: a
cun approximately equaled 2.31 cm in the Han dynasty. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.

Clerical script 䳨ᴨ

112. Records of Wu ᘇ says: Zhang Zhao ᕥᱝ, whose courtesy name was Zibu ᆀᐳ, was good at clerical
script.
ǉᘇǊᴠ˖ᕥᱝˈᆇᆀ˄❑ᆀᆇˈᬊǉй഻ᘇǊ㼌˅ᐳˈழ䳨ᴨǄ
Notes: Records of Wu ᘇ, i.e., the Book of Wu ᴨ in Records of Three Kingdoms й഻ᘇ: the standard
history of the Wu dynasty written by Chen Shou 䲣༭ (233–297). Zhang Zhao ᕥᱝ (156–236): a
statesman from Pengcheng ᖝ Principality. His highest titles were General Who Assists Wu 䕄ሷ䓽
and Marquis of Lou County ၱ ןof the Wu dynasty. His posthumous name is Wen ᮷. Cf. й഻ᘇgᴨ
gᕥᱝۣ, vol. 52.

113. The Book of Jinᱹᴨ says: Wang Xizhi ⦻㗢ѻ was especially good at clerical script, being the crown
of all ages. Critics praise his brushwork as looking light as a moving cloud, and as strong as a jumping dragon.
His calligraphy was valued very high by his uncles Dun ᮖ and Dao ሾ.
ǉᱹᴨǊᴠ˖⦻㗢ѻቔழ䳨ᴨˈ⡢ਔӺѻߐǄ䄆㘵ちަㅶऒˈԕ⡢仴㤕䙺䴢ˈ⸟㤕傊喽Ǆ␡⡢ᗎ՟ᮖǃ
ሾѻᡰಘ䟽Ǆ
Notes: Book of Jin ᱹᴨ: see art. 12. Wang Xizhi ⦻㗢ѻ: see art. 12. Wang Dun ⦻ᮖ: see art. 82. Wang
Dao ⦻ሾ: see art. 82. Cf. ᱹᴨg⦻㗢ѻۣ, vol. 80.
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114. The Book of Jin Restored ᱹѝ㠸ᴨ says: Li Chong’s ᵾ ݵcourtesy name was Hongdu ᕈᓖ. His
mother Lady Wei 㺋∿ was a younger sister to Zhan ኅ, the Chamberlain for Law Enforcement ᔧሹ.
Although Chong lost his father early, his mother was intelligent, able to educate children, and good at regular
script, thus he learned well and excelled at the calligraphy of Zhong Yao 䦮 and Suo Jing ㍒, and was highly
valued by all people. His elder cousin Shi ᔿ was also good at calligraphy.
ǉᱹѝ㠸ᴨǊᴠ˖ᵾˈݵᆇᕈᓖǄ⇽㺋∿ˈᔧሹኅѻҏǄݵቁᆔˈ⇽㚖᰾ᴹ䁃ˈ৸ழᾧᴨˈ࿉৳䦮ǃ
㍒ˈц૨䟽ѻǄݵᗎݴᔿ˄૨ˈᬊǉᱹᴨǊ᭩˅
ˈӖழᴨǄ
Notes: Book of Jin Restored ᱹѝ㠸ᴨ: a history of the Eastern Jin dynasty written by He Fasheng օ⌅ⴋ
(c. 5th century). Now lost. Li Chong ᵾ( ݵc. 4th century): a scholar from Jiangxia ⊏༿ Commandery.
His highest title was Vice Director of the Secretariat ѝᴨֽ䛾 of the Eastern Jin dynasty. Lady Wei 㺋∿:
see art. 31. Wei Zhan 㺋ኅ (c. 3rd–4th centuries): an official from Anyi ᆹ䛁 County of Hedong ⋣ᶡ
Commandery. His courtesy name was Daoshu 䚃㡂. His highest title in life was Chamberlain for Law
Enforcement of the Eastern Jin dynasty. He was posthumously conferred the title Grand Master for Splendid
Happiness ⾴ݹབྷཛ. Zhong Yao 䦮㑷: see art. 14. Suo Jing ㍒䶆: see art. 19. Li Shi ᵾᔿ (c. 4th
century): an official. His highest title was Palace Attendant ֽѝ of the Eastern Jin dynasty. Cf. ᱹᴨgᵾ
ۣݵ, vol. 92.

115. The Book of Song ᆻᴨ by Shen Yue ⊸㌴ says: Emperor Wen ᮷ᑍ was good at clerical script.
⊸㌴ǉᆻᴨǊᴠ˖᮷ᑍழ⡢䳨ᴨǄ
Notes: Book of Song ᆻᴨ: see art. 20. Emperor Wen ᮷ᑍ of Song (407–453, r. 424–453): the third
emperor of the Liu Song dynasty. His family name was Liu ࢹ, and his given name was Yilong 㗙䲶. His
posthumous name is Wen ᮷, and his temple name is Taizu ཚ⾆. Cf. ᆻᴨg᮷ᑍ㌰, vol. 5; ইਢgᆻᵜ
㌰ѝ, vol. 2.

116. It also says: Yang Xin 㖺⅓, whose courtesy name was Jingyuan ᮜݳ, was proficient at clerical script.
When his father Buyi н⯁ had just begun to serve as the Magistrate of Wucheng County ⛿〻Ԕ, he was
twelve years old, and Wang Xianzhi ⦻⦫ѻ, who was the Governor of Wuxing Commandery 㠸ཚᆸ then,
favored Xin very much. When Xianzhi once visited Wucheng in summer, Xin was napping in a new silk skirt.
Xianzhi wrote on the skirt, filling several fu ᑵ of cloth before leaving. Although Xin’s calligraphy was
originally good, it became much better after he obtained the writing left by Xianzhi.
৸ᴠ˖㖺⅓ˈᆇᮜˈݳ䮧䳨ᴨǄ⡦н⯁ࡍ⡢⛿〻Ԕˈ⅓ᒤॱҼˈᱲ⦻⦫ѻ⡢㠸ཚᆸˈ⭊⸕ᝋѻǄ⦫ѻ
ే༿ᴸޕ㑓ˈ⅓⵰ᯠ㎩㼉ሒǄ⦫ѻᴨ㼉ˈᮨᑵ㘼৫Ǆ⅓ᵜᐕᴨˈഐ↔ᕼழǄ
Notes: Yang Xin 㖺⅓: see art. 54. Yang Buyi 㖺н⯁ (c. 4th–5th centuries): an official from Nancheng ই
 County of Taishan ⌠ኡ Commandery. His highest title was Governor of Guiyang Commandery Ṳ䲭
ཚᆸ of the Eastern Jin dynasty. Wucheng ⛿〻 County: present day Huzhou ⒆ᐎ City, Zhejiang ⎉⊏
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Province. The capital of Wuxing 㠸 Commandery was located there. Wang Xianzhi ⦻⦫ѻ: see art. 16.
Fu ᑵ: a unit to measure cloth. A fu, which equals two chi ቪ and two cun ረ, approximately equaled 53.9
cm in the Eastern Jin dynasty. Cf. ᆻᴨg㖺⅓ۣ, vol. 62; ইਢg㖺⅓ۣ, vol. 36.

117. The Book of Qi 啺ᴨ says: Wang Sengqian ⦻ܗ㲄 was good at clerical script. When Emperor Wen of
Song ᆻ᮷ᑍ looked at his calligraphy on the silk fan, Emperor said with admiration: “Not only his calligraphy
but also his caliber surely surpasses that of Zijing ᆀᮜ.”
ǉ啺ᴨǊᴠ˖⦻ܗ㲄ழ䳨ᴨǄᆻ᮷ᑍ㾻ަᴨ㍐ᡷˈⅾᴠ˖Ā䶎ୟ䐑䙮ᆀᮜˈ৸⮦ಘ䳵䙾ѻǄā
Notes: Book of Qi 啺ᴨ, i.e., the Book of Southern Qi ই啺ᴨ: see art. 21. Wang Sengqian ⦻ܗ㲄: see art.
21. Emperor Wen of Song ᆻ᮷ᑍ: see art. 115.Zijing ᆀᮜ: see Wang Xianzhi (art. 16). Cf. ই啺ᴨg
⦻ܗ㲄ۣ, vol. 33; ইਢg⦻᳷俆ۣ, vol. 22.
118. The Book of Qi says: Zhou Yong ઘ亂, in youth, once visited the house of his maternal ascendant, the
Chariots and Horse General 䓺倾ሷ䓽 Zang Zhi 㠗䌚, where he obtained Wei Chang’s 㺋ᑨ loose clerical
ᮓ䳨 calligraphy, and learned it very well. Crown Prince Wenhui ᮷ᜐཚᆀ made Yong write on the wall of
his cottage in the Xuanpu ⦴ള Garden. The Libationer of the Directorate of Education ഻ᆀ⾝䞂 He Yin օ
㜔 requested Yong exchange it for his reversed chive script ق㯔ᴨ calligraphy. Yong answered with laughter:
“I would not exchange it so long as the righteous Way prevails under heaven!”
ǉ啺ᴨǊᴠ˖ઘ亂ቁᖰཆ∿䓺倾ሷ䓽㠗䌚ᇦˈᗇ㺋ᑨᮓ䳨ᴨ⌅ˈᆨѻ⭊㜭Ǆ᮷ᜐཚᆀ֯亂ᴨ⦴ള㤵啻
Ǆ഻ᆀ⾝䞂օ㜔ԕق㯔ᴨ≲ቡ亂ᨋѻǄ亂ㅁᴠ˖Āཙлᴹ䚃ˈшн㠷᱃ҏǄā
Notes: Zhou Yong ઘ亂 (d. 493): an official and scholar from Ancheng ᆹ County of Runan ⊍ই
Commandery. His courtesy name was Yanlun ᖖٛ. His highest title was Palace Steward ㎖һѝ of the
Southern Qi dynasty. Zang Zhi 㠗䌚 (400–454): a general from Ju County 㧂㑓 of Dongguan ᶡ㧎
Commandery. His courtesy name was Hanwen ਜ਼᮷. His highest titles were Chariots and Horse General 䓺
倾ሷ䓽, Inspector of Jiang Region ⊏ᐎࡪਢ, and Duke of Shixing Commandery 㠸䜑 ޜof the Liu Song
dynasty. Wei Chang 㺋ᑨ, i.e., Wei Heng 㺋ᙶ: see art. 18. Crown Prince Wenhui ᮷ᜐཚᆀ (458–493):
the first son of Emperor Wu ↖ᑍ of Qi (440–493, r. 482–493). His family name was Xiao 㮝, and his given
name was Changmao 䮧. He was installed as the Crown Prince in 482. His posthumous name is Wenhui.
Xuanpu ⦴ള Garden: a garden built in the Crown Prince’s Palace of the capital city of Jiankang ᔪᓧ. He
Yin օ㜔 (446–531): a scholar from Qian ♺ County of Lujiang ᔜ⊏ Commandery. His courtesy name
was Ziji ᆀᆓ. His highest title was Libationer of the Directorate of Education ഻ᆀ⾝䞂 of the Sothern Qi
dynasty. I would not exchange it…: These words, which were originally uttered by Confucius, are cited from
the Analects 䄆䃎. Cf. ই啺ᴨgઘ亂ۣ, vol. 41; ইਢgઘᵇۣ, vol. 34.

119. The Brief History of Three Kingdoms й഻ި⮕ says: Baron of Baishi County ⲭ⸣㑓⭧ Zhao Wenshen
䏉᮷␡ of the Zhou dynasty was installed as the Governor of Weixing Commandery 兿㠸䜑ᆸ because of his
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accomplishment in writing on plates. Wenshen, whose courtesy name was Deben ᗧᵜ, was from Wan ᇋ
County of Nanyang ই䲭 Commandery. He learned normative clerical ᾧ䳨 script in youth, and acquired the
styles of Zhong Yao 䦮 and Wang Xizhi ⦻. Wenshen and Ji Jun ްܱ were only two good calligraphers in
those years. When Wang Bao ⦻㽂, who was especially good at calligraphy, came along in later years,
Wenshen’s words and face expressed his shame and envy. He later realized it was difficult to go against the favor
of the world, so he learned anew Bao’s calligraphy, yet he could not achieve success, and was criticized for
learning the Handan 䛟䝢 walk in vain. As for steles and plates, his calligraphy was the best, and was thus
commended by Bao. Those in the palaces and buildings were all written by him. Emperor Shizong цᇇ made
him go to Jiangling ⊏䲥, where he wrote the Stele of the Jingfusi temple Ჟ⾿ሪ⻁, which was praised by Xiao
Cha 㮝ሏ.
ǉй഻ި⮕Ǌᴠ˖ઘⲭ⸣㑓⭧䏉᮷␡ˈԕ乼⢃ѻ࣏䲔兿㠸䜑ᆸǄ᮷␡ᆇᗧᵜˈই䲭ᇋӪҏǄቁᆨᾧ䳨ˈ
ᴹ䦮ǃ⦻ѻࡷǄ⮦ᱲᴨୟ᮷␡৺ްܱ㘼ᐢǄ⦻㽂ቔழᴨˈ᮷␡ញᚘˈᖒᯬ䀰㢢Ǆᖼ⸕ྭቊ䴓৽˄
৺ˈᬊǉઘᴨǊ᭩˅
ˈ᭩㘂㽂ᴨˈㄏ❑ᡰᡀˈ䕹㻛䅿䃊ˈ䄲ѻᆨ↕䛟䝢✹Ǆ㠣ᯬ⻁ῌˈӪ㧛ѻ䙞ˈ㽂Ӗ
᧘ѻǄᇛ⇯⁃䯓ˈⲶަ䘩ҏǄцᇇԔ㠣⊏䲥ˈᴨǉᲟ⾿ሪ⻁Ǌ
ˈ㮝ሏ㿰㘼㖾ѻǄ
Notes: Brief History of Three Kingdoms й഻ި⮕: a history of the Northern and Southern dynasties written
by Qiu Yue шᛖ (c. 7th–8th centuries). Now lost. “Three kingdoms й഻” refers to the following three
divisions of China: the northwest division ruled by the Western Wei and Northern Zhou dynasties, the
northeast division ruled by the Eastern Wei and Northern Qi dynasties, and the southeast division ruled by the
Liang and Chen dynasties. Zhao Wenshen 䏉᮷␡, i.e., Zhao Wenyuan 䏉᮷␥ (c. 6th century): an official
and calligrapher. According to the Book of Zhou ઘᴨ and the History of Northern Dynasties ेਢ, his
highest title was not Governor of Weixing Commandery but Governor of Zhaoxing Commandery 䏉㠸䜑ᆸ
of the Northern Zhou dynasty. In the histories written in the Tang dynasty, his given name Wenyuan is changed
to Wenshen to avoid naming taboos due to Emperor Gaozu 儈⾆ of Tang (r. 618t626), whose given name
was Yuan ␥. Ji Jun ްܱ (c. 6th century): an official and calligrapher from Yangyi 䲭䛁 County of
Yaiyuan ཚ Commandery. His courtesy name was Sengjun ܱܗ. His highest titles were General-in-Chief
of the Cavalry 偳倾བྷሷ䓽, Inspector of Hu Prefecture ⒆ᐎࡪਢ, and Marquis of Changle County ᰼′
㑓 ןof the Northern Zhou dynasty. Wang Bao ⦻㽂 (c. 6th century): an official and author from Linyi 㠘
⊲ County of Langya ⨵䛚 Commandery. His courtesy name was Ziyuan ᆀ␥. His highest title was ViceMinister of Works ሿਨオ of the Northern Zhou dynasty. He originally served the Liang dynasty at the
Jiangling ⊏䲥 capital, later was captured by the Western Wei army and moved to Chang’an in 554.
Learning the Handan walk ᆨ↕䛟䝢: an allegory originating in the Zhuangzi 㦺ᆀ. A man from the Yan
⠅ kingdom went to the Handan capital of the Zhao 䏉 kingdom to learn the way of walking in which people
there walked. Not only did he fail to learn the Handan walk, but he also forgot his own original walk. Emperor
Shizong цᇇ, i.e., Emperor Ming ᰾ᑍ of Zhou (534–560, r. 557–560): the second emperor of the Northern
Zhou dynasty. His family name was Yuwen ᆷ᮷, and his given name was Yu ∃. His posthumous name is
Ming ᰾, and his temple name is Shizong. Xiao Cha 㮝ሏ (519–562, r. 555–562): the first emperor of the
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Western Liang dynasty, who controlled the city of Jiangling as a puppet monarch of the Western Wei and
Northern Zhou dynasties. The character cha 䂗 is usually used for his given name. His posthumous name is
Xuan ᇓ, and his temple name is Zhongzong ѝᇇ. Cf. ઘᴨg䏉᮷␡ۣ, vol. 47; ेਢg䏉᮷␡ۣ, vol.
82.

120. The Book of Chen 䲣ᴨ says: Xiao Yin 㮝ᕅ was good at clerical script, and was highly valued at that
time. When Emperor Gaozong 儈ᇇ once inspected a report, he pointed at Yin’s signature and said: “These
characters are written with light brushwork, and look like birds that are going to fly.” Yin appreciatively replied:
“It is because Your Majesty lent me the feathers.”
ǉ䲣ᴨǊᴠ˖㮝ᕅழ䳨ᴨˈ⡢⮦ᱲᡰ䟽Ǆ儈ᇇేᣛཿһˈᤷᕅ㖢ˈᴠ˖Ā↔ᆇㅶऒ㘙㘙ˈլ匕ѻⅢ
伋Ǆāᕅ䅍ᴠ˖Ā↔ѳ䲋лަٷ㗭∋㙣Ǆā
Notes: Book of Chen 䲣ᴨ: the standard history of the Chen dynasty written by Yao Silian ညᙍᓹ (557–
637). Xiao Yin 㮝ᕅ (c. 6th century): an official from Lanling 㱝䲥 County of Southern Lanling ই㱝䲥
Commandery. His highest title was Inner Mentor ѝᓦᆀ of the Chen dynasty. Emperor Gaozong 儈ᇇ,
i.e., Emperor Xuan ᇓᑍ of Chen (530–582, r. 569–582): the fourth emperor of the Chen dynasty. His family
name was Chen 䲣, and his given name was Xu 为. His posthumous name is Xiaoxuan ᆍᇓ, and his temple
name is Gaozong. Cf. 䲣ᴨg㮝ᕅۣ, vol. 21; ইਢg㮝ᕅۣ, vol. 18.

121. The Book of Tang says: Xue Ji 㯋で loved old things, was erudite, and especially good at clerical script.
After the Zhenguan 䋎㿰 and Yonghui ≨ᗭ eras, people respected and learned the calligraphy of Yu Shinan
㲎цই and Chu Suiliang ⾷䙲㢟, yet few calligraphers succeeded in acquiring it thereafter. There was much
old calligraphy of Yu Shinan and Chu Suiliang in the library of the house of Ji’s maternal grandfather Wei Zheng
兿ᗥ, Ji imitated it earnestly, his brushwork thus became strong and beautiful, no one could equal him at that
time.
ǉୀᴨǊᴠ˖㯋でྭਔঊ䳵ˈቔᐕ䳨ᴨǄ㠚䋎㿰ǃ≨ᗭѻ䳋ˈ㲎цইǃ⾷䙲㢟ˈᱲӪᇇަᴨ䐑ˈ㠚ᖼ㖅
㜭㒬㘵Ǆでཆ⾆兿ᗥᇦെ㉽ཊᴹ㲎ǃ㽊㠺䐑ˈで䤝㋮⁑ٓˈㅶ㜭䚂哇ˈ⮦ᱲ❑৺ѻ㘵Ǆ
Notes: Xue Ji 㯋で: see art. 76. Zhenguan 䋎㿰 era: 627–649. Yonghui ≨ᗭ era: 650–655. Yu Shinan
㲎цই: see art. 29. Chu Suiliang ⾷䙲㢟: see art. 28. Wei Zheng 兿ᗥ: see art. 28. Cf. 㠺ୀᴨg㯋᭦ۣ,
vol. 73.

122. The Judgements on Calligraphy says: Clerical script was created by Cheng Miao 〻䚸 of the Qin dynasty,
from Xiagui л䛭 County. Miao, whose courtesy name was Yuancen ݳ, was a jailer of his county at first,
and afterward, he was criminated by First Emperor ⲷ and imprisoned at Yunyang 䴢䲭 County. In prison,
he pondered over how to improve the square and round shapes of small seal script for ten years, and created a
set of three thousands characters of clerical script. When he submitted it to Emperor, the latter recognized its
merits and installed him as the Censor ᗑਢ. Since there were so many documents to submit clerks could not
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write completely in seal script, so they began to use clerical script. It was named clerical script because it helped
clerks write easily.
ǉᴨᯧǊᴠ˖䳨ᴨ㘵ˈ〖л䛭Ӫ〻䚸ᡰҏǄ䚸ᆇݳˈ⡢㑓⥴ਿˈᗇ㖚ⲷˈᒭ㒛䴢䲭Ǆ⥴ѝ㾳ᙍ
ॱᒤˈ⳺ሿㇶᯩൃˈ㘼⡢䳨ᴨйॳᆇǄཿѻˈⲷழѻˈ⭘⡢ᗑਢǄԕཿһ➙ཊˈㇶᇦ䴓ᡀˈѳ⭘䳨
ᴨǄ⡢䳨Ӫրᴨˈ᭵ᴠ䳨ᴨǄ
Notes: Cheng Miao 〻䚸 (c. 3rd century BCE): an official who is said to have created clerical script. The
oldest record about his creation is seen in the postface of the Shuowen jiezi 䃜᮷䀓ᆇ by Xu Shen 䁡
(see art. 2). First Emperor ⲷ of Qin: see art. 103. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7.

123. It also says: In the reign of Emperor He ઼ᑍ, Jia Fang 䋸冤 composed the Pangxi pian ⓲ௌㇷ, and
integrated the Cangjie 㫬乑 as the first part, the Xunzuan 䁃㒲 as the second part, and the Pangxi as the third
part into one book called the Sancang й㫬. The characters in the book were all written in clerical script, and
the clerical style spread widely thereafter. The Commentary on the Water Classic ≤㏃⌘ by Li Shanchang 䝸
ழ䮧 says: “A man from Linzi 㠘⏴ unearthed an old tomb, where found a coffin, and on the outside of its
front jut it was inscribed in convex characters of clerical script stating that it was the coffin of Duke Hu 㜑ޜ
of Qi, the sixth generation descendant of Duke Tai ཚޜ. Only three characters were written in ancient style,
and others were the same as today. Thus it is proved that clerical script derives from older times, not from the
Qin dynasty.”
৸ᴠ˖઼ᑍᱲˈ䋸冤ǉ⓲ௌㇷǊ
ˈԕǉ㫬乑Ǌ⡢кㇷˈ
ǉ䁃㒲Ǌ⡢ѝㇷˈ
ǉ⓲ௌǊ⡢лㇷˈᡰ䄲ǉй㫬Ǌ
ҏǄⲶᱟ䳨ᆇማѻˈ䳨⌅⭡ީ㘼ᔓǄ䝸ழ䮧ǉ≤㏃⌘Ǌᴠ˖Ā㠘⏴ӪⲬਔߒᗇἪˈࡽ઼ཆ䳡䎧⡢䳨ᆇˈ
䀰啺ཚޝޜԓᆛ㜑ޜѻἪҏǄୟйᆇᱟਔˈ佈਼ӺᴨǄ䅹⸕䳨ᆇࠪਔˈ䶎ᯬ〖ҏǄā
Notes: Emperor He ઼ᑍ of Han (79–105, r. 88–105): the fourth emperor of the Eastern Han dynasty. His
family name was Liu ࢹ, and his given name was Zhao 㚷. His posthumous name is Xiaohe ᆍ઼, and his
temple name is Muzong ぶᇇ. Jia Fang 䋸冤 (c. 1st century): According to the Book of Sui “Monograph
on Bibliography” 䲻ᴨg㏃㉽ᘇ, he held the title Court Gentleman 䛾ѝ of the Eastern Han dynasty.
Cangjie 㫬乑: see art. 101. Xunzuan 䁃㒲, i.e., the Xunzuan pian 䁃㒲ㇷ: a primer and glossary compiled
by Yang Xiong ᨊ䳴 (53 BCE–18 CE). Commentary on the Water Classic ≤㏃⌘: a geography written by
Li Daoyuan 䝸䚃( ݳd. 527), whose courtesy name was Shanchang. Linzi 㠘⏴: the capital city of the State
of Qi, located in present day Shandong ኡᶡ Province. Duke Hu 㜑 ޜof Qi (d. 860 BCE, r. 862–860 BCE):
the sixth monarch of the State of Qi in the Western Zhou dynasty. Duke Tai ཚ ޜof Qi (c. 11th century BCE):
the first monarch of the State of Qi. He is also called Lü Shang ቊ. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7.

124. The Shape of Clerical Script 䳨ऒ by Chenggong Sui ᡀޜ㎿ says: Worm seal script 㸢ㇶ is
complicated, while cursive script 㥹㰣 is nearly erroneous. Clerical script is the best mean between those two
styles.
ᡀޜ㎿ǉ䳨ऒǊᴠ˖㸢ㇶᰒ斷ˈ㥹㰣䘁Ǆ䚙ѻѝᓨˈ㧛ቊᯬ䳨Ǆ
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Notes: Chenggong Sui ᡀޜ㎿ (231–273): an official and author from Baima ⲭ俜 County of Dong
Commandery ᶡ䜑. His courtesy name was Zi’an ᆀᆹ. His highest title was Secretariat Gentleman ѝᴨ
䛾 of the Western Jin dynasty. Cf. ᴨᯧ (⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7); Records for Early Learning ࡍᆨ䁈, vol. 21.

Cursive script 㥹ᴨ

125. Han Records from the Eastern Library ᶡ㿰╒䁈 says: Prince Jing of Beihai Mu े⎧䶉⦻ⶖ was good
at cursive script. When he fell into a critical condition, Emperor Ming ᰾ᑍ sent him a message by post horses
ordering him write ten epistles in cursive script.
ǉᶡ㿰╒䁈Ǌᴠ˖े⎧䶉⦻ⶖˈழ㥹ᴨǄ㠘⯵ˈ᰾ᑍ傋俜Ԕ㥹ᴨቪ⢈ॱ俆✹Ǆ
Notes: Han Records from the Eastern Library ᶡ㿰╒䁈: see art. 10. Prince Jing of Beihai Mu े⎧䶉⦻
ⶖ (d. 74): a grandnephew of Emperor Guangwu ↖ݹᑍ of Han (6 BCE–57 CE, r. 25–57 CE). His family
name was Liu ࢹ, his given name was Mu ⶖ, and he succeeded the title Prince of Beihai from his father
Prince Jing of Beihai Xing े⎧䶆⦻㠸. His posthumous name is not Jing 䶉 but rather Jing ᮜ according
to the Later Book of Han. Emperor Ming ᰾ᑍ of Han (28–75, r. 57–75): the second emperor of the Eastern
Han dynasty. His family name was Liu ࢹ, and his given name was Zhuang 㦺. His posthumous name is
Xiaoming ᆍ᰾, and his temple name is Xianzong 亟ᇇ. Cf. ᖼ╒ᴨgे⎧䶆⦻㠸ۣ, ࡇۣ 4.

126. The Later Book of Han ᖼ╒ᴨ by Fan Ye 㤳᳴ says: Zhang Chao ᕥ䎵 was good at cursive script, and
was the most excellent at that time.
㤳᳴ǉᖼ╒ᴨǊᴠ˖ᕥ䎵ˈіழᯬ㥹ᴨˈ࿉㎦ᱲӪǄ
Notes: Later Book of Han ᖼ╒ᴨ: the standard history of the Eastern Han dynasty written by Fan Ye 㤳᳴
(398 t 445). Zhang Chao ᕥ 䎵 (c. 2nd century): an author from Mao 䝊 County of Hejian ⋣䯃
Commandery. His courtesy name was Zibing ᆀі. His highest title was Major with a Separate Command
ࡕ䜘ਨ俜 of the Eastern Han dynasty. Cf. ᖼ╒ᴨgᕥ䎵ۣ, ࡇۣ 70 bot.

127. Records of Wei 兿ᘇ says: Liu Yi ࢹᔉ was transferred to be the Instructor to the Leader of Court
Gentlemen for Miscellaneous Uses ӄᇈሷ᮷ᆨ. Emperor Wen ᮷ᑍ valued him highly, and allowed Yi to
write to him in cursive script.
ǉ兿ᘇǊᴠ˖ࢹᔉ䕹ӄᇈሷ᮷˄༛ˈᬊǉй഻ᘇǊ᭩˅ᆨǄ᮷ᑍಘѻˈભᔉ䙊㥹ᴨǄ
Notes: Records of Wei 兿ᘇ, i.e., the Book of Wei 兿ᴨ in Records of Three Kingdoms й഻ᘇ: see art. 11.
Liu Yi ࢹᔉ (180t221): a statesman from Anzhong ᆹ㹶 County of Nanyang ই䲭 Commandery. His
courtesy name was Gongsi ఓ. His highest titles were Palace Attendant ֽѝ and Marquis of Guannei 䰌
 ןof the Cao Wei dynasty. Emperor Wen ᮷ᑍ of Wei (187–226, r. 220–226): the first emperor of the
Cao Wei dynasty. His family name was Cao ᴩ, and his given name was Pi х. His posthumous name is Wen
᮷. Before enthroned, he was installed as Leader of Court Gentlemen for Miscellaneous Uses ӄᇈѝ䛾ሷ
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of the Eastern Han dynasty in 211. Cf. й഻ᘇg兿ᴨgࢹᔉۣ, vol. 21.

128. The Book of Jin says: Wang Xianzhi ⦻⦫ѻ was reviewed by contemporary critics as follows: Xizhi’s
㗢ѻ cursive script has no equal in the Jin dynasty after its transfer to Jiangdong; Xianzhi is far inferior in power
to his father, yet excels in beauty.
ǉᱹᴨǊᴠ˖⦻⦫ѻˈᱲ䆠㘵ԕ⡢˖㗢ѻ㥹ᴨˈ⊏ᐖѝᵍˈ㧛ᴹ৺㘵˗⦫ѻ僘࣋䚐н৺⡦ˈ㘼䏓䙾
ѻǄ
Notes: Wang Xianzhi ⦻⦫ѻ: see art. 16. Wang Xizhi ⦻㗢ѻ: see art. 12. Cf. ᱹᴨg⦻⦫ѻۣ, vol. 80.

129. It also says: Wei Guan 㺋⬈, whose courtesy name was Boyu ՟⦹, as well as the Gentleman of the
Secretariat ቊᴨ䛾 Suo Jing ㍒䶆 from Dunhuang ⟹❼ Commandery, was good at cursive script, and they
were called two masters at the Secretariat. Zhang Zhi ᕥ㣍 (Original annotation: Zhi’s courtesy name was
Boying ՟㤡.) in the last years of the Han dynasty was good at cursive script, and critics reviewed that Guan
acquired Boying’s muscle, while Jing acquired his flesh.
৸ᴠ˖㺋⬈ˈᆇ՟⦹ˈ㠷ቊᴨ䛾⟹❼㍒䶆ءழ㥹ᆇˈᱲӪ㲏ѻа㠪Ҽ࿉Ǆ╒ᵛᕥ㣍˄⌘˖㣍ᆇ՟㤡˅
ழ㥹ᴨˈ䄆㘵䄲⬈ᗇ՟㤡ѻㅻˈ䶆ᗇ՟㤡ѻ㚹Ǆ
Notes: Wei Guan 㺋⬈: see art. 27. Suo Jing ㍒䶆: see art. 19. Cf. ᱹᴨg㺋⬈ۣ, vol. 36.

130. The Book of Northern Qi े啺ᴨ says: Zhao Zhongjiang 䏉Ԣሷ was good at cursive and clerical scripts,
and he always wrote normative characters even when he wrote to his younger brother. He said: “Cursive script
must be written clearly. If I send a letter written in cursive script to someone, I would seem to despise him.
Furthermore, I am afraid of misunderstanding when the receiver is immature.”
ǉे啺ᴨǊᴠ˖䏉Ԣሷ˄㡂㸪᧸ǉे啺ᴨǊ᭩˅ழ㥹䳨ˈ䴆㠷ᕏᴨˈᆇⲶᾧ↓ǄӁ˖Ā㥹нਟн
䀓Ǆ㤕ᯭ˄᭮ˈᬊǉे啺ᴨǊ᭩˅ѻᯬӪˈণլ䕅᱃Ǆ㤕⮦ᇦঁᒬˈ৸ ަ⯁Ǆā
Notes: Book of Northern Qi े啺ᴨ: the standard history of the Northern Qi dynasty written by Li Baiyao
ᵾⲮ㰕 (565t648). Zhao Zhongjiang 䏉Ԣሷ (c. 6th century): an official from Wan ᇋ County of
Nanyang ই䲭 Commandery. His highest title was Inspector of An Prefecture ᆹᐎࡪਢ of the Sui dynasty.
Cf. े啺ᴨg䏉ᖖ␡ۣ, vol. 38; ेਢg䏉ᖖ␡ۣ, vol. 55.

131. The Brief History of Three Kingdoms й഻ި⮕ says: Xiao Ziyun 㮝ᆀ䴢, the son of Prince Wenxian of
Yuzhang 䊛ㄐ᮷⦫⦻ of the Southern Qi dynasty, was sophisticated, good at cursive script, and famous along
with his elder brothers Zixian ᆀ亟 and Zizhao ᆀᱝ. His youngest son Te ⢩ was also good at calligraphy,
and Emperor Wu of Liang ằ↖ᑍ praised him: “Zijing’s ᆀᮜ calligraphy was inferior to that of Yishao 䙨
ቁ, yet that of Xiao Te almost equals that of his father.”
ǉй഻ި⮕Ǌᴠ˖㮝ᆀ䴢ˈ啺䊛ㄐ᮷⦫⦻ѻᆀˈᴹ᮷ᆨˈᐕ㥹ᴨˈ㠷ݴᆀ亟ǃᆀᱝ啺Ǆቁᆀ⢩ˈ৸ழ
ᴨˈằ↖ᑍちѻᴠ˖Āᆀᮜѻ䘩ˈн৺䙨ቁ˗㮝⢩ѻᴨˈ䙲䙬ަ⡦Ǆā
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Notes: Brief History of Three Kingdoms й഻ި⮕: see art. 119. Xiao Ziyun 㮝ᆀ䴢: see art. 24. Xiao
Zixian 㮝ᆀ亟 (487t537): the eighth son of Prince Wenxian of Yuzhang Ni 䊛ㄐ᮷⦫⦻Ꮷ (444t492) of
the Southern Qi dynasty. His courtesy name was Jingyang Ჟ䲭. His highest title was Minister of Personnel
ਿ䜘ቊᴨ of the Liang dynasty. Xiao Zizhao 㮝ᆀᱝ: details unknown. Xiao Te 㮝⢩ (c. 6th century): the
second son of Xiao Ziyun. His courtesy name was Shida ц䚄. His highest title was Magistrate of Haiyan
County ⎧咭Ԕ of the Liang dynasty. Emperor Wu of Liang ằ↖ᑍ: see art. 24. Zijing ᆀᮜ: see Wang
Xianzhi (art. 16). Yishao 䙨ቁ: see Wang Xizhi (art. 12). Cf. ằᴨg㮝ᆀ䴢ۣ, vol. 35; ইਢg㮝ᆀ䴢ۣ,
vol. 42.

132. The Book of Chen says: In the reign of Emperor Wen ᮷ᑍ, a soldier robbed the tomb of Chi Tan 䜇᳷ of
the Jin dynasty at Dantu ѩᗂ County, and obtained calligraphy of the Right General Wang Xizhi of the Jin
dynasty and other famous people. When the theft was discovered, those calligraphy works were confiscated by
the county office, and were finally stored in the imperial archive. Emperor Wen gave most of them to Bomao
՟㤲 because he loved old things. Afterward, Bomao became very good at ancient cursive script, and acquired
the style of Right General very well. (Original annotation: Bomao refers to Prince of Shixing 㠸⦻.)
ǉ䲣ᴨǊᴠ˖᮷ᑍᱲˈ䓽ӪᯬѩᗂⴌⲬᱹ䜇᳷ໃˈ⦢ᱹਣ䓽ሷ䓽⦻㗢ѻᴨ৺䄨䌒䚪䐑Ǆһ㿪ˈަᴨі
⋑㑓ᇈˈ㯿Ҿ⾅ᓌǄ᮷ᑍԕ՟㤲ྭਔˈཊԕ䌌ѻǄ⭡ᱟ՟㤲བྷᐕㄐ㥹ˈ⭊ᗇਣ䓽ѻ⌅Ǆ
˄⌘˖՟㤲ˈ
㠸⦻ҏǄ˅
Notes: Emperor Wen ᮷ᑍ of Chen (522t566, r. 559t566): the second emperor of the Chen dynasty. His
family name was Chen 䲣, and his given name was Qian 㫘. His posthumous name is Wen ᮷, and his
temple name is Shizu ц⾆. Chi Tan 䜇᳷ (320t361): a statesman from Jinxiang 䠁䜹 County of Gaoping
儈ᒣ Commandery. His courtesy name was Chongxi 䟽⟉. He was the second son of Chi Jian 䜇䪂, and
was a brother of Wang Xizhi’s wife Chi Xuan 䜇⫯ (see art. 138). His highest titles were Leader of Court
Gentlemen of the North ेѝ䛾ሷ, Inspector of Xu and Yan Regions ᗀކҼᐎࡪਢ, and Earl of Dong’an
County ᶡᆹ㑓՟ of the Eastern Jin dynasty. His posthumous name is Jian ㉑. Chen Bomao 䲣՟㤲
(551t568): the second son of Emperor Wen of Chen. His courtesy name was Yuzhi 兡ѻ. He received the
title Prince of Shixing in 559. Cf. 䲣ᴨg㠸⦻՟㤲ۣ, vol. 28; ইਢg㠸⦻՟㤲ۣ, vol. 65.

133. The Book of Tang says: He Zhizhang 䋰⸕ㄐ was good at cursive script. If his writing was found, every
dilettante treasured it even though each paper only contained a few dozen characters. At that same time, Zhang
Xu ᕥᰝ from Wu Commandery 䜑 was also on familiar terms with Zhizhang. Xu loved drinking, and
every time he drank he shouted loudly, ran about madly, groped for a brush, and wielded it with brushwork so
boundlessly varied as it was as if he was aided by a divine being. People at that time called him Zhang the
Madman ᕥ事. 
ǉୀᴨǊᴠ˖䋰⸕ㄐˈழ㥹ᴨǄྭһ㘵ަ⡻㘠ˈ⇿㍉н䙾ᮨॱᆇˈۣޡሦѻǄᱲᴹ䜑ᕥᰝˈӖ㠷⸕
ㄐழǄ㘼ྭ䞂ˈ⇿䞹ᖼˈ㲏બ⣲䎠ˈ㍒ㅶ᨞⚁ˈ䆺ॆ❑マˈ㤕ᴹ⾎ࣙǄᱲӪ㲏⡢ᕥ事Ǆ
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Notes: He Zhizhang 䋰⸕ㄐ (659t744): an official and poet from Yongxing ≨㠸 County of Yue
Prefecture 䎺ᐎ. His courtesy name was Jizhen ᆓⵏ. His highest title was Supervisor of the Archives
Secretariat ⾅ᴨⴓ of the Tang dynasty. Zhang Xu ᕥᰝ (c. 7tht8th centuries): an official and calligrapher
from Wu County 㑓 of Su Prefecture 㰷ᐎ. His highest title was Administrator of the Left Guard
Command ᐖ⦷ᓌ䮧ਢ of the Tang dynasty. Cf. 㠺ୀᴨg䋰⸕ㄐۣ, vol. 190 mid.

134. Corrected Records of Three Guardians й䕄⊪䥢 says: Zhao Xi 䏉㾢, whose courtesy name was Yuansi
ݳఓ, was the Governor of Dunhuang Commandery ⟹❼ཚᆸ. In earlier years, Du Bodu ᶌ՟ᓖ and Cui
Ziyu ፄᆀ⦹ had been praised for their skill at cursive script. Xi and Luo Hui 㖵Ჹ were also good at cursive
script, and were very proud of their calligraphy. Zhang Boying ᕥ՟㤡 once wrote to the Chamberlain for the
Imperial Stud ཚ ܅Zhu Ci ᵡ䌌 from Xi’s native commandery: “I am inferior to Cui and Du upward, while
superior to Luo and Zhao downward.”
ǉй䕄⊪䥢Ǌᴠ˖䏉㾢ˈᆇݳఓˈ⡢⟹❼ཚᆸǄݸᱟᶌ՟ᓖǃፄᆀ⦹ԕᐕ㥹ちᯬࡽцǄ㾢㠷㖵ᲹӖ㜭
㥹ˈ乇㠚⸌䂷Ǆ᭵ᕥ՟㤡㠷㾢਼䜑ཚ܅ᵡ䌌ᴨᴠ˖Āк∄ፄǃᶌн䏣ˈлᯩ㖵ǃ䏉˄ᑨˈԕ᭩˅
ᴹ佈Ǆā
Notes: Corrected Records of Three Guardians й䕄⊪䥢: see art. 53. Li Xian’s ᵾ䌒 annotation for the
Later Book of Han cites this article as Zhi Yu’s 㲎 annotation for the book. Zhao Xi 䏉㾢 (c. 2nd century):
an official and calligrapher from Changling 䮧䲥 County of Jingzhao Ӝ ݶCapital Region. Zhao Qi 䏉ዀ
(d. 201), the author of Corrected Records of Three Guardians, was his younger cousin. Du Bodu ᶌ՟ᓖ:
see Du Du ᶌᓖ (art. 19). Cui Ziyu ፄᆀ⦹: see Cui Yuan (art. 70). Luo Hui 㖵Ჹ (c. 2nd century): an
official and calligrapher from Duling ᶌ䲥 County of Jingzhao Ӝ ݶCapital Region. His courtesy name
was Shujing Ჟ. His highest title was Supervisor of the Palace Guards 㗭᷇ⴓ of the Eastern Han dynasty.
Zhang Boying ᕥ՟㤡: see Zhang Zhi (art. 14). Zhu Ci ᵡ䌌: details unknown. Cf. ᖼ╒ᴨg䏉ዀۣ, ࡇ
ۣ 54.

135. A Criticism against Cursive Script 䶎㥹ᴨ by Zhao Yi 䏉༩ says: Cursive script was created in the near
ancient times. It was neither dropped down from heavenly bodies, nor disgorged from the Yellow River ⋣ and
the Luo 䴂 River, nor created by sages. In the last years of the Qin dynasty, clerical cursive script 䳨㥹 was
created by shifting towards rapidity because many official documents were being produced, many battles were
happening, many military documents were coming and going, and many urgent commands were flying around.
It represents the concept of ease, but not being the achievement of sages. Those who learn cursive script today
do not think of its concept of ease, take it for granted that the models of Du Du ᶌ and Cui Yuan ፄ are the
embodiment of the turtle and dragon. All those who are capable of learning, after their adult teeth grow, abandon
the Cangjie ع乑 and the Shizhou ਢ㉰, and only study Du and Cui as their models. When they have to write
to people, they want to devote their attention to calligraphy and so write: “I am unluckily busy now, so I cannot
write in cursive.” Cursive script was easy and rapid originally, but now conversely it is difficult and slow, and its
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concept is heavily spoiled. Masters Du ᶌ, Cui ፄ, and Zhang ᕥ each had distinguished talent, learned widely,
and amused themselves in calligraphy at their leisure. People in later times admire the masters, only study
calligraphy as their business, respect the masters more and more highly, forget their fatigue, do not rest in the
evening, and have no time for a meal at nightfall. They exhaust one brush every ten days, and use up several
cakes of ink every month; their collars and sleeves turn black as honey locust seeds, and their lips and teeth are
always black. When they sit together with other people, they do not participate in the conversation, and just draw
on the ground with their finger, continuing even after injuring the finger and baring the bone. However, their
calligraphy makes no progress just as a woman imitating the grimace of a beauty seems uglier, or just as a man
learning another way of walking forgets his own rhythm.
䏉˄ᕥˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅༩ǉ䶎㥹ᴨǊᴠ˖ཛ㥹ᴨѻ㠸ҏˈަᯬ䘁ਔѾǄк䶎᮷䊑ᡰˈл䶎
⋣ǃ䴂ᡰੀˈѝ䶎㚆Ӫᡰ䙐Ǆ㫻〖ѻᵛˈᇈᴨ➙߇ˈᡠ᭫іˈ䓽ᴨӔ俣ˈ㗭₴࠶伋ˈ᭵䳨㥹䏓ᙕ䙏
㙣Ǆ⽪㉑᱃ѻᤷˈ䶎㚆ӪѻᾝҏǄӺѻᆨ㥹㘵ˈнᙍަ㉑᱃ѻᰘˈⴤԕ⡢ᶌǃፄѻ⌅ˈ嗌喽ᡰ㾻ҏǄ喃
喂ԕкˈ㤏ԫ⎹ᆨ㘵ˈᔒǉع乑Ǌ
ǃ
ǉਢ㊅Ǌ
ˈㄏԕᶌǃፄ⡢ᾧǄ⿱ᴨ㠷ˈᓦ⦘ቡᴨˈӁ˖Ā䚙䘛䚭ˈ
᭵н৺㥹Ǆā㥹ᵜ᱃㘼䙏ˈӺ৽䴓㘼䚢ˈཡᤷཊ⸓ǄཛᶌǃፄǃᕥᆀˈⲶᴹ䎵؇㎦цѻˈঊᆨ佈Ჷˈ
䙺ҾᯟǄᖼцច✹ˈሸ⭘⡢उˈ䪭ีԠ儈ˈᘈަ㖧ऎˈཅᜅнˈᰳнᲷ伏ǄॱᰕаㅶˈᴸᮨѨ໘ˈ
么㻆ྲⲱˈ㝓喂ᑨ唁Ǆ䴆㲅㹶ˈн䚁䃷ᡢˈኅᤷ⮛ൠˈ㾻楅˄⌘˖㰷ֶ࠷ˈ䀂ѝ僘ҏ˅ࠪ㹰ˈ⥦н
Ձ䕏Ǆ❦ަ⡢ᆇˈ❑⳺ᐕᤉˈӖ᭸㘵ѻ䟌ˈᆨ↕㘵ѻཡㇰҏǄ
Notes: Zhao Yi 䏉༩ (c. 2nd century): a scholar and author from Xi County 㾯㑓 of Hanyang ╒䲭
Commandery. His courtesy name was Yuanshu ݳ. He held the title Senior Treasurer к䀸 of Hanyang
Commandery. Du Du ᶌᓖ: see art. 19. Cui Yuan ፄ⪇: see art. 70. Cangjie ع乑, i.e., the Cangjie pian
㫬乑ㇷ: see art. 101. Shizhou ਢ㉰, i.e., the Shizhou pian ਢ㉰ㇷ: see art. 104. Master Zhang ᕥᆀ: see
Zhang Zhi (art. 14). Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 1.

136. Right General Wang ⦻ਣ䓽 wrote Shape of Cursive Script 㥹ᴨऒ as follows: In the Qin dynasty, kings
competed for supremacy, documents were dispatched, and commands were issued with beacons and post horses.
Since seal and clerical scripts were difficult to write rapidly, they created a rapid style of script, which is called
cursive script today. It derives from the ancestor Du Du ᶌ∿, Zhang Zhi ᕥ is the grandfather, Wei Guan 㺋
is the father, Suo Jing ㍒ and Fan Ye 㤳 are the uncles, and the Two Wangs Ҽ⦻⡦ᆀ can be called the
brothers, Bo Shaozhi 㮴 being the illegitimate son, and Yang Xin 㖺 being the servant. My description above
will not be contrary to the concept in which Cangjie observed the traces of birds. It has sparse and dense bodies,
and holds an outstanding sense; it shows shapes of flying, running, and flowing, an atmosphere of standing on a
precipitous cliff, a mild and gentle look, and a prominent and free emotion. How can I sweepingly review the
skill exhibited in a hundred styles and a thousand shapes!
⦻ਣ䓽㠚᭽ǉ㥹ᴨऒǊᴠ˖᱄〖ᱲ䄨ןҹ䮧ˈ㉑₴ۣˈᵋ✭䎠俩Ǆ↓ԕㇶ䳨ѻ䴓ˈнᮁަ䙏ˈ䙲䎤
ᙕѻᴨˈ㫻Ӻ㥹ᴨҏǄަࠪݸ㠚ᶌ∿ˈԕᕥ⡢⾆ˈԕ㺋⡢⡦ˈ㍒ǃ㤳㘵՟ҏˈҼ⦻⡦ᆀਟ䄲ݴᕏˈ㮴
⡢ᓦˈ㖺⡢܅䳨Ǆ㠚㘼᭽ѻˈӖнཡޜع㿰匕䐑ѻǄᣁ億ᴹ⮾ᇶˈᴹٌ˗ݫᡆᴹ伋䎠⍱⌘ѻऒˈ
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傊ㄖጝ㎦ѻ≓ˈ┄┄䯁䳵ѻᇩˈঃ⣆䃯ᇅѻᘇǄⲮ億ॳᖒˈ㘼ަᐗˈ䉸ਟа’㘼䄆ૹʽ
Notes: Right General Wang ⦻ਣ䓽: see Wang Xizhi (art 12). Du Du ᶌᓖ: see art. 19. Zhang Zhi ᕥ㣍:
see art. 14. Wei Guan 㺋⬈: see art. 27. Suo Jing ㍒䶆: see art. 19. Fan Ye 㤳᳴: see art. 70. The Two
Wangs Ҽ⦻⡦ᆀ: refers to Wang Xizhi and his seventh son Xianzhi (art. 16). Bo Shaozhi 㮴㍩ѻ: see art.
70. Yang Xin 㖺⅓: see art. 54. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7; Mochi bian ໘⊐㐘, vol. 2.

137. The Judgements on Calligraphy says: Ru Chun ྲ␣ says: “Gao 㰣 represents making a draft.” Yao Cha
ညሏ says: “Cao 㥹 is just as cu 咴 ‘rough.’ Gao 㰣 represents making a book written roughly.” The
definition of creating sentences derives from those above interpretations. Cursive script originated from making
drafts.
ǉᴨᯧǊᴠ˖ྲ␣Ӂ˖Ā䎧㥹⡢㰣Ǆāညሏᴠ˖Ā㥹ˈ⥦咴Ǆ咴˄л咴ᆇ❑ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ䟽
ѻ˅ᴨ⡢ᵜᴠ㰣Ǆā㫻ࡡ᮷䆠ࠪᯬ↔Ǆ㥹ᴨѻˈݸഐᯬ䎧㥹Ǆ
Notes: Ru Chun ྲ␣ (c. 3rd century): a scholar from Pingyi 俞㗺 Commandery. His highest title was
Aide of Chen Commandery 䲣䜑ю of the Cao Wei dynasty. He created an annotated work on the Book of
Han. Yao Cha ညሏ (533t606): a scholar from Wukang ↖ᓧ County of Wuxing 㠸 Commandery. His
courtesy name was Boshen ՟ሙ. His highest titles were Secretary of the Crown Prince ཚᆀ㠽Ӫ and
Duke of Northern Jiang Commandery े㎣䜑 ޜof the Sui dynasty. He also created annotated works on the
Book of Han. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7.

138. It also says: Lady Chi 䜇∿, the wife of Wang Yishao ⦻䙨ቁ of the Jin dynasty, was very good at
calligraphy, and his seventh son Xianzhi ⦫ѻ was the most famous. Xuanzhi ⦴ѻ, Ningzhi ࠍѻ, Huizhi ᗭ
ѻ, and Caozhi ѻ were all good at cursive script. Ningzhi’s wife Xie Yun 䅍㰤 was a woman of talent,
good at calligraphy also, and valued very highly by her father-in-law. Xianzhi, who was also good at cursive
script, first learned under his father in his childhood, studied Zhang Zhi ᕥ afterward, thereby changing his style
and creating another model. Finally, he wholly obeyed his own heart and coincided with the heavenly law, no
one equaling him in free emotion.
৸ᴠ˖ᱹ⦻䙨ቁˈ䜇∿⭊ᐕᴨˈгᆀ⦫ѻᴰ⸕Ǆ⦴ѻǃࠍѻǃᗭѻǃѻіᐕ㥹ᴨǄࠍѻ䅍㰤ˈ
ᴹ㨟ˈӖழᴨˈ⭊⡢ੋ㠵䟽✹Ǆ⦫ѻ⥦ழ㥹ᴨˈᒬᆨᯬ⡦ˈ⅑㘂ᯬᕥˈ⡮ᖼ᭩䆺ࡦᓖˈࡕࡡަ⌅Ǆ⦷
⡮ᑛᗳˈߕਸཙ⸙ˈ㿰ަ䙨ᘇˈ㧛ѻ㠷ӜǄ
Notes: Lady Chi 䜇∿, i.e., Chi Xuan 䜇⫯ (c. 4th century): a daughter of Chi Jian 䜇䪂 (269–339), the
Defender-in-Chief ཚ ሹ of the Eastern Jin dynasty from Jinxiang 䠁 䜹 County of Gaoping 儈 ᒣ
Commandery. Wang Yishao ⦻䙨ቁ: see Wang Xizhi (art 12). Wang Xianzhi ⦻⦫ѻ: see art. 16. Wang
Xuanzhi ⦻⦴ѻ (326t357): the first son of Wang Xizhi. His courtesy name was Boyuan ՟䚐. Wang
Ningzhi ⦻ࠍѻ (334t399): the second son of Wang Xizhi. His courtesy name was Shuping ᒣ. His
highest titles were Inspector of Jiang Region ⊏ᐎࡪਢ, Left General ᐖሷ䓽, and Governor of the
Principality of Kuaiji ᴳねਢ of the Eastern Jin dynasty. Wang Huizhi ⦻ᗭѻ (338t386): the fifth son
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of Wang Xizhi. His courtesy name was Ziyou ᆀ⥧. His highest title was Gentleman Attendant at the Palace
Gate 哴䮰ֽ䛾 of the Eastern Jin dynasty. Wang Caozhi ⦻ѻ (c. 4th century): the sixth son of Wang
Xizhi. His courtesy name was Zizhong ᆀ䟽. His highest title was Governor of Yuzhang Commandery 䊛
ㄐཚᆸ of the Eastern Jin dynasty. Xie Yun 䅍㰤, i.e., Xie Daoyun 䅍䚃与 (c. 4th century): a daughter of
Xie Yi 䅍྅ (d. 358), the Inspector of Yu Region 䊛ᐎࡪਢ of the Eastern Jin dynasty from Yangxia 䲭༿
County of Chen Commandery 䲣䜑. Zhang Zhi ᕥ㣍: see art. 14. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.

139. Xie Tiao 䅍ᵃ of the Southern Qi dynasty, whose courtesy name was Xuanhui ⦴Ჹ, was by far the most
elegant and refined at that time. His calligraphy had a very good reputation, and that in cursive script was
especially famous. It looks like a beauty standing beside a river being lit by the sunset clouds in the twilight; it
is like flowers being blown about in the forest in late spring.
啺䅍ᵃˈᆇ⦴Ჹˈ付㨟唬㰫ˈ⮦ᱲ⦘↕Ǆᴨ⭊ᴹ㚢ˈ㥹↺⍱㖾ǄӖ⥦㮴᳞ᐍкˈࡷ佈䵎➗Ӫ˗Კ᱕᷇
ѝˈࡷ伋㣡┯ⴞǄ
Notes: Xie Tiao 䅍ᵃ (464t499): a poet from Yangxia 䲭༿ County of Chen Commandery 䲣䜑. His
highest title was Secretarial Court Gentleman at the Ministry of Personnel ቊᴨਿ䜘䛾 of the Southern Qi
dynasty. Cf. ᴨᯧ (⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8).

140. Xiao Sihua 㮝ᙍ䂡 of the Liu Song dynasty, who was good at calligraphy, learned under Yang Xin 㖺⅓
and acquired his cursive script calligraphy wonderfully. The shape of a mountain range does not seem to be split
when viewed broadly, therefore, Sihua’s calligraphy can be called skillful although it has neither a strange peak
nor a precipitous cliff. Yuan Ang 㺱ᰲ says: “Yang Xin 㖺, Kong Linzhi ᆄ, Xiao Sihua 㮝, and Fan Ye 㤳
excelled for a time in regular, cursive, running, and seal script respectively.”
ᆻ㮝ᙍ䂡ˈᐕᴨˈᆨᯬ㖺⅓ˈᗇަ㥹࿉Ǆፇ䙓ⴑᵋˈऒнᯧ㎦ˈ䴆❑ཷጟ・ѻ⿰ˈਟ䄲ᴹᐗ⸓Ǆ㺱ᰲ
Ӂ˖Ā㖺ⵏᆄ㥹ˈ㮝㹼㤳ㇶˈаᱲѻ࿉ҏǄā
Notes: Xiao Sihua 㮝ᙍ䂡: see art. 70. Yang Xin 㖺⅓: see art. 54. Yuan Ang 㺱ᰲ: see art. 70. Kong
Linzhi ᆄ⩣ѻ: see art. 70. Fan Ye 㤳᳴: see art. 70. Cf. ᴨᯧ (⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 9).

Flying white script 伋ⲭᴨ

141. The Book of Song says: Wang Sengqian ⦻ܗ㲄, who was the Secretariat Director ቊᴨԔ, once wrote in
flying white script on the wall of the Secretariat office as follows: “It is the absolute law of things that a round
object will move and a square object will stay. If a thing is decorated endlessly it will be excessive, if it is piled
up endlessly it will collapse, and if it is carried endlessly it will be lost, that is why one ought to go promptly
when it is time.” This verse was applauded and compared with the Inscription to the Right of the Seat ᓗਣ䣈
at that time.
ǉᆻᴨǊᴠ˖⦻ܗ㲄⡢ቊᴨԔˈే⡢伋ⲭᴨ乼ቊᴨˈᴠ˖Āൃ㹼ᯩ→ˈ⢙ѻᇊ䌚Ǆ؞ѻнᐢࡷⓒˈ儈
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ѻнᐢࡷ䓃ˈᕅѻнᐢࡷ䚪ˈᱟ᭵৫ѻᇌ⯮Ǆā⮦ᱲఏ䌎ˈԕ∄ǉᓗਣ䣈Ǌ
Ǆ
Notes: Book of Song: this could be considered a clerical error—Book of Southern Qi is more appropriate.
Wang Sengqian ⦻ܗ㲄: see art. 21. Inscription to the Right of the Seat ᓗਣ䣈: a verse written by Cui
Yuan ፄ⪇ (see art. 70). Cf. ইਢg⦻᳷俆ۣ, vol. 22.

142. The Book of Tang says: Liu Ji ࢹ⌾ was installed as the Cavalier Attendant-in-Ordinary ᮓ倾ᑨֽ. Ji was
by nature freehearted and able to speak straightforwardly. Emperor Taizong ཚᇇ was good at Wang Xizhi’s
⦻㗢ѻ calligraphy, especially at flying white script. Emperor once invited his subjects within the third rank to
the banquet held at the Xuanwu Gate ⦴↖䮰, where he took the brush and wrote some characters in flying
white script to give his subjects. A servant snatched away that writing from Emperor’s hand under the influence
of liquor, then Ji went up to the throne and took it in his hand. All other subjects proposed to Emperor: “It is a
capital crime that Ji stepped on the imperial couch. Please punish him according to the law!” Emperor said with
laughter: “We have heard that Consort declined to ride in imperial palanquin in the past, and now We see
Attendant on Our couch.” 
ǉୀᴨǊᴠ˖ࢹ⌾䲔ᮓ倾ᑨֽǄ⌾ᙗ⮾ᮒ䀰Ǆཚᇇᐕ⦻㗢ѻᴨˈቔழ伋ⲭǄేᇤй૱ᐢкᯬ⦴↖䮰ˈ
ᑍㅶ伋ⲭᆇ䌌㗓㠓Ǆᡆ҈䞂ҹਆᯬᑍˈ⌾ⲫᗑᓗᕅᗇѻǄⲶཿᴠ˖Ā⌾ⲫᗑ⡰ˈ㖚⮦↫Ǆ䃻Ԉ
⌅Ǆāᑍㅁ㘼䀰ᴠ˖Ā᱄㚎ႅ࿔䗝䕖˄䔠ˈᬊǉ㠺ୀᴨǊ᭩˅
ˈӺ㾻ᑨֽⲫ⡰Ǆā
Notes: Liu Ji ࢹ⌾ (d. 645): a statesman from Jiangling ⊏䲥 County of Jing Prefecture 㥺ᐎ. His courtesy
name was Sidao ᙍ䚃. His highest title was Director of the Chancellery ֽѝ of the Tang dynasty. Consort
Ban ⨝ႅ࿔(c. 1st century BCE) :a concubine of Emperor Cheng ᡀᑍ of Han (51t7 BCE, r. 33t7 BCE).
She once declined Emperor’s invitation to ride in his palanquin because she feared distracting him from
matters of state. Cf. 㠺ୀᴨgࢹ⌾ۣ, vol. 74.

143. Ma Zhou 俜ઘ was once given by Emperor Taizong a work of flying white script written in his imperial
own hand, inscribed thus: “A phoenix needs its wings to fly above the clouds. Imperial attendants can be relied
on as long as they are loyal.”
俜ઘˈཚᇇేԕ⾎ㅶ䌌ઘ伋ⲭᴨˈᴠ˖Ā呎匣䴢ˈᗵ䋷㗭㘬Ǆ㛑㛡ѻᇴˈ䃐൘ᘐ㢟Ǆā
Notes: Ma Zhou 俜ઘ (601t648): a statesman from Chiping 㤼ᒣ County of Qinghe ⋣ Commandery.
His courtesy name was Binwang 䌃⦻. His highest title in life was Secretariat Director ѝᴨԔ of the Tang
dynasty. He was posthumously conferred the title Commander-in-Chief of You Region ᒭᐎ䜭ⶓ. Cf. 㠺ୀ
ᴨg俜ઘۣ, vol. 74.

144. Emperor Gaozong 儈ᇇ wrote three works of flying white script and gave them to the attendants. In those
works was written thus: “One who floats near the source of a great river waits for a rudder,” for Dai Zhideᡤ
㠣ᗧ; “One who flies all over the nine areas of the sky needs six wings,” for Hao Chujun 䜍㲅 ;and “One
who depends on good assistance keeps sincerity,” for Li Jingxuan ᵾᮜ⦴.
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儈ᇇ⡢伋ⲭᴨԕ䌌ֽ㠓ˈ䌌ᡤ㠣ᗧᴠ˖Ā⌋⍚Ⓚˈ؏㡏Ǆā䌌䜍㲅ᴠ˖Ā伋ҍ䴴ˈޝٷ㘞Ǆā䌌ᵾ
ᮜ⦴˄⦴ᮜˈᬊǉ㠺ୀᴨǊ᭩˅ᴠ˖Ā䋷ஃ⊳ˈ㕴ѩ䃐Ǆā
Notes: Emperor Gaozong 儈ᇇ of Tang: see art. 34. Dai Zhideᡤ㠣ᗧ (d. 679): a prime minister in the
reign of Emperor Gaozong, from Anyang ᆹ䲭 County of Xiang Prefecture ᐎ. His highest titles in life
were Right Vice Director of the Secretariat ਣ܅ሴ, Advisor to the Crown Prince ཚᆀ䌃ᇒ, and Duke of
Dao State 䚃഻ޜ. He was posthumously conferred the title Superior Commander-in-Chief of Bing Region
ᒦᐎབྷ䜭ⶓ. His posthumous name is Gong . Hao Chujun 䜍㲅( 607t681): a statesman from Anlu
ᆹ䲨 County of An Prefecture ᆹᐎ. His highest title in life was Director of the Chancellery ֽѝ of the
Tang dynasty. He was posthumously conferred the title Superior Commander-in-Chief of Jing Prefecture 㥺
ᐎབྷ䜭ⶓ. Li Jingxuan ᵾᮜ⦴ (615t682): a prime minister in the reign of Emperor Gaozong, from Qiao
䆉 County of Bo Prefecture ӣᐎ. His highest titles in life were Secretariat Director ѝᴨԔ and Duke of
Zhao State 䏉഻ޜ. He was posthumously conferred the title Commander-in-Chief of Yan Region ކᐎ䜭
ⶓ. His posthumous name is Wenxian ᮷២. Cf. 㠺ୀᴨgᡤ㛴ۣ, vol. 70.

145. Gleanigs of the Daye Era བྷᾝ䚪 says: When Emperor Yang ➜ᑍ were about to visit Jiangdu ⊏䜭
in the Daye era, he ordered that Prince of Yue You 䎺⦻ׁ be in charge of the Eastern Capital. Half of the ladies
in the palace could not go along with Emperor, and they vied with one another in crying to prevent him from
going, mourning their parting and clinging to the carriage, with their blood from their fingers staining the
martingale. Emperor did not return, and left the ladies the following twenty characters written in flying white
script: “I have dreamed of the beauty of Jiangdu, it was incidental that I went to Liaodong for conquest. Keep
your complexions good, it is only this year that we will be apart.”
ǉབྷᾝ䚪Ǌᴠ˖བྷᾝᒤˈ➜ᑍሷᒨ⊏䜭ˈભ䎺⦻ׁ⮉ᆸᶡ䜭Ǆᇛྣॺн䳘倅ˈҹ⌓⮉ᑍˈᬰ䓺ᜌ˄
ُˈԕ᭩˅ࡕˈᤷ㹰ḃ䶵Ǆᑍнᔫˈഐ伋ⲭ乼Ҽॱᆇˈ⮉䌌ᇛ࿃ˈӁ˖Āᡁདྷ⊏䜭ྭˈᖱ䚬Ӗڦ
❦Ǆն⮉亄㢢൘ˈ䴒ࡕਚӺᒤǄā
Notes: Gleanings of the Daye Era བྷᾝ䚪: collected stories about Emperor Yang’s private life at Jiangdu
in the Daye བྷᾝ era (605t618). It is usually named Records Gleaned in the Daye Era བྷᾝ䚪䁈, and
also named Records on the Haze and Flowers of the South ই䜘➉㣡䥢. Emperor Yang ➜ᑍ of Sui: see
art. 92. Jiangdu ⊏䜭: present day Yangzhou ᨊᐎ City, Jiangsu ⊏㰷 Province. In 616, Emperor Yang
moved there because of the rebellions spreading throughout northern China. Prince of Yue You 䎺⦻ׁ:
According to the Book of Sui 䲻ᴨ, not Yang You ὺׁ, i.e., Emperor Gong You ᑍׁ (605t619, r. 617t
618), the third and last emperor of the Sui dynasty, but his brother Yang Tong ὺ( ׇ604–619) received the
title Prince of Yue in 607. Furthermore, when Emperor Yang escaped to Jiangdu, Prince of Dai You ԓ⦻ׁ
stayed at the Daxing བྷ㠸 capital, and Prince of Yue Tong was ordered to be responsible for defending the
Eastern Capital Luoyang. Cf. བྷᾝ䚪䁈, vol. top.

146. The Institutional History of Tang ୀᴳ㾱 says: On the fifth day of the fifth month of the eighteenth year
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of the Zhenguan䋎㿰 era (Original annotation: the day of the duanwu ㄟॸ festival), Emperor Taizong wrote
characters such as luan 呎, feng 匣, qiu 㲜, and long 喽 in flying white script, and the brushwork was
amazingly excellent. Emperor told the Minister of Education ਨᗂ Zhangsun Wuji 䮧ᆛ❑ᗼ and the Minister
of Personnel ਿ䜘ቊᴨ Yang Shidao ὺᑛ䚃: “According to the custom of older times, people used to present
one another ornaments or playthings on the fifth day of the fifth month. Now We present each of you two fans
carrying flying white script, and We hope they will generate a fresh breeze that improves your virtue.”
ǉୀᴳ㾱Ǌᴠ˖䋎㿰ॱޛᒤӄᰕ˄⌘˖ㄟॸᰕ˅
ˈཚᇇ⡢伋ⲭᴨ呎匣㲜喽ㅹᆇˈㅶऒ傊㎦Ǆ䄲ਨᗂ
䮧ᆛ❑ᗼǃਿ䜘ቊᴨὺᑛ䚃ᴠ˖Āӄᰕ㠺؇ᗵ⭘ᴽ㘛䋰ǄᵅӺ䋰ੋ伋ⲭᡷҼ᷊ˈᓦअ付ˈԕ
㖾ᗧǄā
Notes: Institutional History of Tang ୀᴳ㾱: historic records of the Tang dynasty compiled by Wang Pu ⦻
ⓕ (922–982). Zhenguan 䋎㿰 era: 627–649. Zhangsun Wuji 䮧ᆛ❑ᗼ (d. 659): a prime minister in
the reigns of Emperors Taizong and Gaozong, from Luoyang ⍋䲭 County of Henan ⋣ই Commandery.
His courtesy name was Fuji 䕄. His highest titles were Defender-in-Chief ཚሹ and Duke of Zhao State
䏉഻ ޜof the Tang dynasty. Yang Shidao ὺᑛ䚃 (d. 647): a prime minister in the reign of Emperor
Taizong, from Huayin 㨟䲠 County of Hongnong ᕈ䗢 Commandery. His courtesy name was Jingyou Ჟ
⥧. His highest titles in life were Secretariat Director ѝᴨԔ and Duke of Ande Commandery ᆹᗧ䜑ޜ.
He was posthumously conferred the titles Minister of Personnelġand Commander-in-Chief of Bing Region ᒦ
ᐎ䜭ⶓ. His posthumous name is Yi ᠯ. Cf. ୀᴳ㾱, vol. 35.

147. The Judgements on Calligraphy says: Flying white script was created by Cai Yong 㭑䛅, the Leader of
Court Gentlemen of the Left ᐖѝ䛾 of the Later Han dynasty. Both Wang Yin ⦻䳡 and Wang Yin ⦻ᝄ say:
“Flying white script, which is a variation of the regular style, was used for the plates of palaces originally. Since
the shape of characters was as large as a zhang square, it had better be light and sparse. Therefore it was named
flying white script.” Wang Sengqian ⦻ܗ㲄 says: “Flying white script is a lighter sort of eight-point script.”
Despite such interpretations as above, in the Xiping ⟩ᒣ era, Emperor Ling of Han ╒䵸ᑍ ordered Cai Yong
to compose the Shenghuang pian 㚆ⲷㇷ, and he went to the Hongdu Gate 卫䜭䮰 when the work was
complete. The Hongdu Gate was being repaired then, and Bojie ՟ஸ, waiting beside the gate for imperial order,
found a workman drawing characters with a broom. He was delighted in his heart, and made flying white script
after returning home. It was used for the plates of palaces and pavilions in the last years of the Han dynasty and
the first years of the Cao Wei dynasty. It has two styles: one leans to the normativity of eight-point script, another
leans to the lightness of small seal script. If Mr. Cai had not prepared the excellency, how could it improve so
much! His creation can be deemed the achievement of a man who can communicate with the other world or the
divine immortals.
ǉᴨᯧǊᴠ˖伋ⲭᴨ㘵ˈᖼ╒ᐖѝ䛾㭑䛅ᡰҏǄ⦻䳡ǃ⦻ᝄіӁ˖Ā伋ⲭˈ䆺ᾧࡦҏˈᵜᱟᇛ⇯乼
㖢Ǆऒᰒᗁи˄ࣱབྷˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅
ˈᆇᇌ䕅ᗞн┯Ǆ⡢伋ⲭǄā⦻ܗ㲄Ӂ˖Ā伋ⲭˈޛ
࠶ѻ䕅㘵Ǆā䴆ᴹ↔䃜ˈṸ╒䵸ᑍ⟩˄హˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ᒣᒤ䂄㭑䛅ǉ㚆ⲷㇷǊ
ˈㇷᡀˈ
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䂓卫䜭䮰кǄᱲᯩ㝙伮卫䜭䮰ˈ՟ஸᖵ䂄䮰лˈ㾻ᖩӪԕฺᑊᡀᆇǄᗳᴹᛖ✹ˈ↨㘼⡢伋ⲭѻᴨǄ╒ᵛ
兿ࡍˈіԕ乼㖢ᇛ䯓Ǆަ億ᴹҼ˖ࡡ⌅ᯬˈ࠶ޛマᗞᯬሿㇶǄ㠚䶎㭑ޜ䁝࿉ˈ䉸㜭䂓↔ʽਟ䄲ऍᇴߕ
䙊ˈ㑩㐢⾎ԉѻһҏǄ
Notes: Cai Yong 㭑䛅: see art. 70. His courtesy name was Bojie ՟ஸ. Wang Yin ⦻䳡: see art. 96. Wang
Yin ⦻ᝄ (c. 5th century): details unknown. The contents of his work Records on Characters ᮷ᆇᘇ are
cited in the Fashu yaolu, vol. 1. Zhang и: a zhang approximately equaled 231 cm in the Han dynasty. Wang
Sengqian ⦻ܗ㲄: see art. 21. Xiping ⟩ᒣ era: 172–178. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7.

148. The Fashu yaolu ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢 says: Flying white script was a lighter sort of eight-point script for palaces
originally, and wholly uses the regular style. Zhang Hong ᕥᕈ of the Wu dynasty loved studying, never served
as an official, and always wore a black hood, so people at that time called him Zhang the Black Hood ᕥ⛿ᐮ.
He was especially good at flying white script, and those who were good at calligraphy rarely disliked his work.
ǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌᴠ˖伋ⲭˈᵜᱟᇛ⇯࠶ޛѻ䕅㘵ˈ⭘ޘᾧ⌅Ǆᱲᕥᕈˈྭᆨнԅˈᑨ⵰⛿ᐮˈᱲӪ㲏⡢
ᕥ⛿ᐮǄ↔Ӫ⢩ழ伋ⲭˈ㜭ᴨ㘵凞нྭѻǄ
Notes: Fashu yaolu ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢 (Compendium of Calligraphy): a series of works on calligraphy edited by
Zhang Yanyuan ᕥᖖ䚐 (c. 9th century). Zhang Hong ᕥᕈ: see art. 90. Cf. ᴨᯧ (⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7).

Ancient cursive script ㄐ㥹ᴨ

149. The Book of Jin says: Wang Xizhi’s calligraphy was not as good as that of Yu Yi ᓮ㘬 and Chi Yin 䜇ᝄ
at first, but became excellent in his later years. When he once replied to Yu Liang ᓮӞ in ancient cursive script,
Yi deeply admired the writing, and wrote to Xizhi: “There used to be ten papers of Boying’s ՟㤡 ancient
cursive script in my house, but we lost them because of confusion when passing over the Yangtze, and since then
I often regret the excellent writing that disappeared forever. Now as I observe your reply to my brother, it is
shining as if divine, and it instantly revives that sight I experienced in the past.”
ǉᱹᴨǊᴠ˖⦻㗢ѻᴨˈࡍнऍᓮ㘬ǃ䜇ᝄˈ৺ަ᳞ᒤᯩ࿉Ǆేԕㄐ㥹ㆄᓮӞˈ㘼㘬␡ⅾԿˈഐ㠷㗢ѻ
ᴨˈӁ˖Ā੮᱄ᴹ՟㤡ㄐ㥹ॱ㍉ˈ䙾⊏事⤭ˈ䙲ѳӑཡˈᑨⅾ࿉䘩≨㎦Ǆᘭ㾻䏣лㆄᇦݴᴨˈ➕㤕⾎
᰾ˈ乃䚴㠺㿰Ǆā
Notes: Yu Yi ᓮ㘬 (305–345): a statesman from Yanling 䝒䲥 County of Yingchuan ╱ᐍ Commandery.
His courtesy name was Zhigong お. His highest titles in life were Inspector of Jing Region 㥺ᐎࡪਢ,
Westward-subduing General ᖱ㾯ሷ䓽, and Marquis of Duting 䜭ӝ ןof the Eastern Jin dynasty. He was
posthumously conferred the title Chariots and Horse General 䓺倾ሷ䓽. His posthumous name is Su 㚵. Chi
Yin 䜇ᝄ (313–384): a statesman from Jinxiang 䠁䜹 County of Gaoping 儈ᒣ Commandery. His
courtesy name was Fanghui ᯩഎ. He was the first son of Chi Jian 䜇䪂, and was a brother of Wang Xizhi’s
wife Chi Xuan 䜇⫯ (see art. 138). His highest titles in life were Inspector of Xu and Yan Regions ᗀކҼ
ᐎࡪਢ and General of Pacifying the North ᒣेሷ䓽 of the Eastern Jin dynasty. He was posthumously
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conferred the titles Palace Attendant ֽѝ and Minister of Works ਨオ. His posthumous name is Wenmu
᮷ぶ. Yu Liang ᓮӞ (289–340): a statesman, an elder brother of Yu Yi ᓮ㘬. His courtesy name was
Yuangui ݳ㾿. His highest titles in life were Inspector of Jiang, Jing, and Yu Regions ⊏㥶䊛йᐎࡪਢ,
Westward-subduing General ᖱ㾯ሷ䓽, and Marquis of Duting 䜭ӝ ןof the Eastern Jin dynasty. He was
posthumously conferred the title Defender-in-Chief ཚሹ. His posthumous name is Wenkang ᮷ᓧ. Boying
՟㤡: see Zhang Zhi (art. 14). Cf. ᱹᴨg⦻㗢ѻۣ, vol. 80.

150. The Judgements on Calligraphy says: Ancient cursive script was created by Shi You ਢ⑨, the Director of
Eunuch Attendants 哴䮰Ԕ of the Han dynasty. Both Wei Chang 㺋ᑨ and Li Dan ᵾ䃅 say: “The cursive
style originated in the early years of the Han dynasty, but we have no idea who created it.” Xiao Ziliang㮝ᆀ
㢟 says: “Du Cao ᶌ, the Governor of the Principality of Qi 啺 of the Han dynasty, changed the cursive
style into ancient cursive script.” Those above interpretations are all false. It is true what Wang Yin ⦻ᝄ says:
“In the reign of Emperor Yuan of Han ╒ݳᑍ, Shi You composed the Jijiu zhang ᙕቡㄐ, in which the bodies
of clerical script were dissolved and written roughly, and that script spread gradually because the Han customs
tended to become easier.”
ǉᴨᯧǊᴠ˖ㄐ㥹ᴨˈ╒哴䮰Ԕ˄ᴹਢᆇˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ࡚˅ਢ⑨ᡰҏǄ㺋ᑨǃᵾ䃅іӁ˖Ā╒
ࡍ㘼ᴹ㥹⌅ˈн⸕ަ䃠Ǆā㮝ᆀ㢟Ӂ˖Āㄐ㥹㘵ˈ╒啺ᶌ䆺㰣⌅Ǆā䶎ҏǄ⦻ᝄӁ˖Ā╒ݳᑍ
ᱲˈਢ⑨ǉᙕቡㄐǊ
ˈ䀓ᮓ䳨億ˈ咴ᴨѻˈ╒؇㉑ᜠˈ╨ԕ㹼ѻǄāᱟҏǄ
Notes: Shi You ਢ⑨ (c. 1st century BCE): a eunuch who held the title Director of Eunuch Attendants in the
reign of Emperor Yuan of Han (r. 49–33 BCE). Wei Chang 㺋ᑨ, i.e., Wei Heng 㺋ᙶ: see art. 18. Li Dan
ᵾ䃅: details unknown. Xiao Ziliang㮝ᆀ㢟 (460–494): the second son of Emperor Wu ↖ᑍ of Qi (440–
493, r. 482–493). His courtesy name was Yunying 䴢㤡. He received the title Prince of Jingling ㄏ䲥⦻ in
482. His highest title was Minister of Education ਨᗂ. His posthumous name is Wenxuan ᮷ᇓ. Du Cao ᶌ
, i.e., Du Du ᶌᓖ: see art. 19. Wang Yin ⦻ᝄ: see art. 147. Emperor Yuan ݳᑍ of Han: see art. 99.
Jijiu zhang ᙕቡㄐ: a primer and glossary used in the Han, Wei, Jin, and Northern and Southern dynasties.
Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7.

151. It also says: Suo Jing ㍒䶆, whose courtesy name was You’an ᒬᆹ, was good at ancient cursive script.
His calligraphy was derived from Wei Dan ䷻䃅, and surpassed him in severity. It looks as if the mountain was
split at the center, the water was falling down; it looks like a lone pine tree on the snowy peak, and like an
unstable rock in the icy river. Its hardness and strength has no equal in all ages.
৸ᴠ˖㍒䶆ˈᆇᒬᆹˈழㄐ㥹Ǆࠪ䷻䃅ˈጫ䳚䙾ҏǄᴹ㤕ኡᖒѝ㻲ˈ≤ऒᠨ⍱˗䴚Ꮺᆔᶮˈߠ⋣ড⸣Ǆ
ަีࣱࡷਔӺн䙞Ǆ
Notes: Suo Jing ㍒䶆: see art. 19. Wei Dan ䷻䃅: see art. 53. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.

152. Xu Gan ᗀᒩ, whose courtesy name was Bozhang ՟ᕥ, was good at ancient cursive script. Ban Gu ⨝
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പ praised him in his letter to his younger brother Chao 䎵: “I obtained a piece of Bozhang’s draft of epistle.
Every friend will surely be impressed if he reads it. It is quite true that one’s art is built by oneself, one’s fame is
raised by others.” In later years, Su Ban 㰷⨝ from Pingling ᒣ䲥 was praised very much by Bozhang for his
calligraphy when five years old.
ᖼ╒ᗀᒩˈᆇ՟ᕥˈழㄐ㥹ᴨǄ⨝പ㠷ᕏ䎵ᴨˈちѻᴠ˖Āᗇ՟ᕥᴨ㰣Ǆ⸕䆈䆰ѻˈ㧛нⅾǄሖӖ㰍
⭡ᐡ・ˈ㠚ӪᡀǄ͇ᖼᴹ㰷⨝㘵ˈᒣ䲥Ӫҏˈӄ↢㜭ᴨˈ⭊⡢՟ᕥѻᡰちⅾǄ
Notes: Xu Gan ᗀᒩ (c. 1st century): an official from Pingling ᒣ䲥 County of Fufeng ᢦ付 Capital
Region. His highest title was Adjutant ਨ俜 under Ban Chao’s army. Ban Gu ⨝പ (32–92): a historian and
author from Anling ᆹ䲥 County of Fufeng ᢦ付 Capital Region. His courtesy name was Mengjian ᆏี.
He wrote the Book of Han ╒ᴨ as Director of the Orchid Pavilion 㱝㠪Ԕਢ. Ban Chao ⨝䎵 (32–102):
an Eastern Han dynasty general who conquered the Western Regions 㾯 ฏ . His courtesy name was
Zhongsheng Ԣॷ. His highest titles were Protector General of the Western Regions 㾯ฏ䜭䆧 and Marquis
of Dingyuan ᇊ䚐ן. Su Ban 㰷⨝: details unknown. Cf. ᴨᯧ (⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 9).

153. It also says: Zhang Boying ᕥ՟㤡 of the Later Han dynasty improved Bodu’s ՟ᓖ ancient cursive
script, just as Yishao 䙨ቁ improved Yuanchang’s ݳᑨ regular script. He and Yishao added more colors and
let flowers bloom in the elaborate way of analysis, thus much beauty being produced, but they are both inferior
to their master in high and deep taste and the plain and simple style. However, both of them are by far the best
of all ages.
৸ᴠ˖ᖼ╒ᕥ՟㤡ᨽ⳺՟ᓖㄐ㥹ˈӖ⥦䙨ቁݳᑨ˄ᑍˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ⵏᴨǄ䴆▔㢢䮻
㨟ˈ㋮ᯬᯧࢢˈ㖾ࡷ㖾⸓ˈ㠣㤕儈␡ѻ㠤ˈ䌚㍐ѻ付ˈءн䙞ަᑛҏǄ❦˄ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ
᭩˅⡢Ӻਔѻ⦘↕Ǆ
Notes: Zhang Boying ᕥ՟㤡: see Zhang Zhi (art. 14). Bodu ՟ᓖ: see Du Du (art. 19). Yishao 䙨ቁ: see
Wang Xizhi (art. 12). Yuanchang ݳᑨ: see Zhong Yao (art. 14). Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.

154. It also says: Zhang Boying’s ᕥ՟㤡 Jijiu zhang ᙕቡㄐ in ancient cursive script, in which every
character is written by one stroke, corresponds with nature, so it is what is called ultimate changeability. Yang
Xin 㖺⅓ says: “Zhang Zhi ᕥ㣍, Huang Xiang ⲷ䊑, Zhong Yao 䦮㑷, and Suo Jing ㍒䶆 were all called
sages of calligraphy in their own times.”
৸ᴠ˖ᕥ՟㤡ㄐ㥹ᴨǉᙕቡㄐǊ
ˈᆇⲶаㅶ㘼ᡀˈਸᯬ㠚❦ˈਟ䄲䆺ॆ㠣ᾥǄ㖺⅓Ӂ˖Āᕥ㣍ǃⲷ䊑ǃ
䦮㑷ǃ㍒䶆ˈᱲі㲏ᴨ㚆Ǆā
Notes: Jijiu zhang ᙕቡㄐ: see art. 150. Yang Xin 㖺⅓: see art. 54. Huang Xiang ⲷ䊑: see art. 70. Suo
Jing ㍒䶆: see art. 19. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.

155. Zhang Zhi ᕥ㣍 was good at ancient cursive script. Cui Yuanፄ⪇ says: “A dragon rises up and a leopard
changes its spots, blue dye comes from the indigo plant.” He also created modern cursive scriptʊEHLQJDOORZHG
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anything by Heaven, especially unique, freehearted and detached, never caring about right or wrong; just like
the water of a long river originating from the pure source flows endlessly, and goes round through the canyon;
only the Creator can design a flow such as that. As for those shapes like dragons and animals running, jumping,
and clutching, heart and hand go along with any change, it is impossible to predict where they will go. It is
elaborate and excellent, being the crown of all ages; that is why the model permanent for hundreds of generations
can neither be comprehended with intelligence nor be acquired with effort. It is just like a man of superiority
who travels around in the silent country, or a phoenix that flies about in the field of heaven. Whoever could say
it was meaningless that Wei Zhongjiang ䷻Ԣሷ called him the sage of cursive script!
ᕥ㣍ழㄐ㥹ᴨǄፄ⪇Ӂ˖Ā喽傔䊩䆺ˈ䶂ࠪᯬ㯽Ǆā৸ࡡ⡢Ӻ㥹ˈཙ㑡ቔ⮠ˈ⦷䎵ᴐˈ❑ᜌᱟ䶎˗㤕
䯃䮧Ⓚˈ⍱㘼❑䲀ˈ㐸䘤ፆ䉧ˈԫᯬ䙐ॆǄ㠣ᯬ㴏喽倝⦨ˈ྄偠⦳ѻऒˈᗳ䳘䆺ˈジߕн⸕ަᡰ
ྲҏǄ㋮⟏⾎࿉ˈߐ㎦ਔӺˈࡷⲮцн᱃ѻ⌅ᔿˈнਟԕᲪ䆈ˈнਟԕऔ≲Ǆ㤕к༛⑨Ѿ⊹唈ѻ䜹ˈ呎
匣㘄Ѿབྷⲷѻ䟾Ǆ䷻Ԣሷ䄲ѻ㥹㚆ˈ䉸ᗂ䀰ૹʽ
Notes: Cui Yuanፄ⪇: see art. 70. Wei Zhongjiang ䷻Ԣሷ: see Wei Dan (art. 53). Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.

156. It also says: Zhang Chang ᕥᱦ, whose courtesy name was Wenshu ᮷㡂, was the youngest brother of
Boying ՟㤡. He was the Gentleman Attendant at the Palace Gate 哴䮰ֽ䛾, and was especially good at
ancient cursive script. He never spoiled the way of his family, and let new leaves and flowers grow. His
calligraphy was similar to Boying, so people at that time called him a lesser sage.
৸ᴠ˖ᖼ╒ᕥᱦˈᆇ᮷㡂ˈ՟㤡ᆓᕏǄ⡢哴䮰ֽ䛾ˈቔழㄐ㥹Ǆᇦ付н໌ˈᔸ㩹㨟Ǆᴨ于՟㤡ˈᱲӪ
䄲ѻӎ㚆Ǆ
Notes: Zhang Chang ᕥᱦ (c. 2nd century): an official of the Eastern Han dynasty. Boying ՟㤡: see Zhang
Zhi (art. 14). Cf. ᴨᯧ (⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8).

157. It also says: Du Du ᶌᓖ of the Later Han dynasty, whose courtesy name was Bodu ՟ᓖ, was from
Duling ᶌ䲥 County of Jiangzhao Ӝ ݶCapital Region. He was a great-grandson of the Censor-in-Chief ᗑ
ਢབྷཛ Yannian ᔦᒤ, served as the Governor of the Principality of Qi 啺 in the reign of Emperor Zhang
ㄐᑍ, and was good at ancient cursive script. Although Shi You ਢ⑨ created cursive script, no book tells us of
his skill, and no piece of his writing remains. It was Mr. Du who first realized that excellence. Wei Dan ䷻䃅
says: “Du Du is remarkably powerful, yet his strokes look a little thin. Cui Yuan ፄ∿ learned Du Du as his
model, and the bodies are very dense, yet the skill of construction is sometimes worse. Zhang Zhi ᕥ㣍 liked
and studied their calligraphy, and his skill became more and more elaborate. He can be called a sage of cursive
script, being by far the best of all ages.”
৸ᴠ˖ᖼ╒ᶌᓖˈᆇ՟ᓖˈӜݶᶌ䲥ӪҏǄᗑਢབྷཛᔦᒤᴮᆛˈㄐᑍᱲ⡢啺ˈழㄐ㥹ᴨǄ䴆ਢ⑨㥹
ᴨˈۣн㌰ަ㜭ˈ৸㎦ަ䐑Ǆࡡަ⾎࿉ˈަୟᶌޜѾǄ䷻䃅Ӂ˄❑Ӂᆇˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ㼌˅
˖Āᶌ
∿ہᴹ僘࣋ˈ㘼ᆇ⮛ᗞⱖǄፄ∿⌅ѻˈᴨ億⭊◳ˈ㎀ᆇᐕᐗˈᱲᴹн৺Ǆᕥ㣍హ㘼ᆨ✹ˈ䕹㋮ަᐗǄਟ
䄲㥹㚆ˈ䎵ࡽ㎦ᖼˈ⦘↕❑䴉⸓Ǆā
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Notes: Du Du ᶌᓖ: see art. 19. Du Yannian ᶌᔦᒤ (d. 52 BCE): an official of the Western Han dynasty.
Emperor Zhang ㄐᑍ of Han (57t88, r. 75t88): the third emperor of the Eastern Han dynasty. His family
name was Liu ࢹ, and his given name was Da ⛏. His posthumous name is Xiaozhang ᆍㄐ, and his temple
name is Suzong 㚵ᇇ. Shi You ਢ⑨: see art. 150. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.

Running script 㹼ᴨ

158. The Judgements on Calligraphy says: Liu Desheng ࢹᗧॷ of the Later Han dynasty from Yingchuan ╱
ᐍ Commandery, whose courtesy name was Junsi ੋఓ, created running script. It is a minor simplification of
regular script. It obeys the concept of ease, and allows the characters to flow and run, that is why it is named
running script. It is true what Wang Yin ⦻ᝄ says: “After the Jin dynasty, many good calligraphers have
appeared. It was Zhong Yuanchang 䦮ݳᑨ who won the reputation of being good at running script in the
former ages.” Afterward, Wang Xizhi ⦻㗢ѻ and Xianzhi ⦫ѻ both reached the highest point.
ǉᴨᯧǊᴠ˖ᖼ╒╱ᐍࢹᗧॷˈᆇੋఓˈ䙐㹼ᴨǄণ↓ᴨѻሿǄउᗎ㉑᱃ˈ䯃⍱㹼ˈ᭵䄲ѻ㹼ᴨǄ
⦻ᝄӁ˖Āᱹцԕֶˈᐕᴨ㘵ཊǄԕ㹼ᴨ㪇ˈ᱄䦮ݳᑨழ㹼⣾ᴨǄāᱟҏǄ⡮ᖼ⦻㗢ѻǃ⦫ѻі䙐ަ
ᾥ✹Ǆ
Notes: Liu Desheng ࢹᗧॷ: see art. 85. Wang Yin ⦻ᝄ: see art. 147. Zhong Yuanchang 䦮ݳᑨ: see
Zhong Yao (art. 14). Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 7.

159. It also says: Liu Desheng won a reputation by creating running script in the reigns of Emperors Huan ẃ
and Ling 䵸. His calligraphy was simple but also glamorous, being by far the most elegant and charming at that
time. Hu Zhao 㜑ᱝ and Zhong Yao 䦮㑷 both studied his calligraphy as their model. Hu Zhao’s calligraphy
looked a little thin, but each had some merits of Desheng’s calligraphy.
৸ᴠ˖ࢹᗧॷˈẃǃ䵸ѻᱲԕ䙐㹼ᴨǄԕ㥹ࡡӖ䊀ˈ付⍱ᇋ㌴ˈ⦘↕⮦ᱲǄ㜑ᱝǃ䦮㑷іᑛަ
⌅Ǆ㘼㜑ᴨ億ᐞⱖˈӖᴹᗧॷѻ㖾ҏǄ
Notes: Emperor Huan ẃᑍ of Han (132t167, r. 146t167): see art. 44. Emperor Ling 䵸ᑍ of Han (156–
189, r. 168–189): see art. 100. Hu Zhao 㜑ᱝ: see art. 11. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.

160. It also says: Wang Xiu ⦻㝙 of the Jin dynasty, whose courtesy name was Jingren ᮜӱ, was good at
running script. He once asked Right General ਣ䓽 for his calligraphy, then he wrote the Encomium for the
Portrait of Dongfang Shuo ᶡᯩᵄ⮛䇊 and gave it to Xiu. Wang Sengqian ⦻ܗ㲄 says: “Jingren almost
completely acquired the excellence of the model, that is why Wang Zijing ⦻ᆀᮜ, every time he looked at his
calligraphy, said: ‘He almost catches up with the forerunner.’”
৸ᴠ˖ᱹ⦻㝙ˈᆇᮜӱˈழ㹼ᴨǄేቡਣ䓽≲ᴨˈѳማǉᶡᯩᵄ⮛䇊Ǌ㠷ѻǄ⦻ܗ㲄Ӂ˖Āᮜӱᴨ↶マ
ަ࿉ˈ⦻ᆀᮜ⇿ⴱѻᴠ˖þ䙬ӪǄÿā
Notes: Wang Xiu ⦻㝙 (334t357): an official from Jinyang ᱹ䲭 County of Taiyuan ཚ Commandery.
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His father was Wang Meng ⦻☋ (see art. 35). He held the titles Editorial Director 㪇䛾 and Instructor to
Prince of Langya ⨵䛚⦻᮷ᆨ of the Eastern Jin dynasty. Right General ਣ䓽: see Wang Xizhi (art. 12).
Encomium for the Portrait of Dongfang Shuo ᶡᯩᵄ⮛䇊: a regular script calligraphy work written by
Wang Xizhi. Its text was originally written by Xiahou Zhan ༿ן⒋ (243t291). Wang Sengqian ⦻ܗ㲄:
see art. 21. Wang Zijing ⦻ᆀᮜ: see Wang Xianzhi (art. 16). Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 9.
Correction
In articles 21, 22, and 26 of this annotated translation, which were previously published, the title ֽѝ in
the Northern and Southern dynasties was incorrectly translated into “Director of the Chancellery.” The correct
translation is “Palace Attendant.” Additionally, the translation “Mr. Director’s” in article 24 must likewise be
corrected to “Mr. Attendant’s.”
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